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Abstract
Cashman Field is a minor league sport stadium one-mile north of the world famous
“Fremont Street Experience” in Downtown Las Vegas, Nevada. Minor league sports stadiums
are microcosms of their communities, and Cashman Field’s history is Las Vegas’s history.
Although the city’s first permanent sports venue, the stadium endured numerous cycles of
colonialism, stadium building, successful operation, neglect, decay, and abandonment. Now at
the end of another cycle, Cashman Field is being forgotten as Las Vegas transitions into a major
league sports town. Sports stadiums reveal the social, cultural, and economic factors that define
twentieth-century American history, but Cashman Field’s specific site is too important to Las
Vegas’s history to be silenced and erased. The locations was a reliable water source for the
Southern Paiutes, center of the local Elks club’s city-promoting Helldorado frontier festival, and
home to Las Vegas’s first professional sports teams. Oral histories, newspaper articles, and
sporting event attendance figures reveal Cashman Field as an essential site of civic engagement,
social interaction, and resistance in Las Vegas’s contested outdoor recreation and sporting
landscape.
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Introduction: Social Space for Sporting Spectacle
On September 8th, 2018, a small, single-engine helicopter circled Southern Nevada’s
neon skyline one mile north of the world-famous Fremont Street Experience in Downtown Las
Vegas, Nevada. As the helicopter’s pilot began a slow descent over Cashman Field, a 35-yearold minor league sports stadium, a tuxedo-adorned passenger appeared and carefully hung out of
an open door. The pilot hovered the aircraft 50 feet above the stadium’s playing surface, and his
passenger quickly released handfuls of one-, five-, ten-, and one-hundred-dollar bills into the
open air. As the helicopter’s rotor propelled the cash to the ground, dozens of Las Vegas Lights’
soccer fans scrambled across the grass field and grasped at the fluttering bills. 1 The event
occurred at halftime of a United Soccer League match between the Lights and the Los Angeles
Galaxy’s developmental team. While the minor league soccer players were in their respective
locker rooms, the Las Vegas Lights’ “$5,000 Cash Drop” promotion provided Cashman Field
rare national notoriety and was feature on ESPN’s SportsCenter. Lights’ owner Brett Lashbrook
confidently declared, “It’s hands down the greatest promotion in the history of sports.” 2
Cashman Field defines Las Vegas’s history, but unlike the nearby Strip, the stadium is rarely
covered in cash.
Cashman Field is a multi-purpose stadium and convention space in Downtown Las
Vegas. Originally built in 1948, and rebuilt in 1983, the stadium is Las Vegas’s first permanent
sporting venue. From time immemorial, Cashman Field’s physical site provided life, created
bonds, and strengthened community. It also endured cycles of displacement, resource extraction,

1

Las Vegas Lights Football Club, “Las Vegas Lights FC's $5,000 Helicopter Cash Drop,” September 9, 2018.
YouTube video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hz5p0aT5f3E.
2
Mick Akers, "FAA investigating Las Vegas Lights’ helicopter cash drop," Las Vegas Review-Journal, October 3,
2019.
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overdevelopment, neglect, and decay. After Euro-American colonization, through Las Vegas’s
development, Cashman Field was the city’s outdoor recreation center and sports proving ground.
The history of how sports and recreation meet in a specific location reveal a community’s
social interactions, cultural values, and economic trends and stability. A stadium’s specific site
often reveals more of its city’s history than stadium building processes. Cashman Field’s location
was Las Vegas’s center of colonization, recreation, sports, and resistance. As the cornerstone of
the community’s interaction with physical space, and exclusionary civic engagement, Cashman
Field’s history is Las Vegas’s history.
Sport stadiums histories offer comprehensive interdisciplinary insight into the social,
cultural, and economic developments that define the twentieth-century United States. 3 Prewar
urban community stadiums fostered social interactions across gender, racial, and class lines. 4
Often old wood with tightly packed seats, the stadiums created distinct recreational
neighborhood cultures.5 The postwar stadium defines sprawl as owners and their municipal
backers erected cookie-cutter multipurpose facilities outside of urban centers, connected by a
new interstate highway system. Officials in growing metropoles pitted their taxpayer’s money
against each other in competition to attract sports franchises as emerging symbols of status and
economic success and become major league cities. 6 In their new cathedrals, the victors, both city

3

For an anthology with social and cultural perspectives with personal experiences, see Daniel A. Nathan
ed., Rooting for the Home Team, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2013).
4
Steven A. Riess, City Games: The Evolution of American Urban Society and the Rise of Sports, (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1989); Bruce Kuklick, To Every Thing a Season: Shibe Park and Urban Philadelphia,
1909– 1976, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991); Stephen Hardy, How Boston Played: Sport, Recreation,
and Community, 1865– 1915, (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1982); more recently, Amy Bass showed how
Boston’s social developments fostered a regional culture that developed for a century, see Amy Bass, “We Believe:
The Anatomy of Red Sox Nation,” in Daniel A. Nathan ed., Rooting for the Home Team, (Baltimore: University of
Illinois Press, 2013) 139-156.
5
Benjamin D. Lisle, Modern Coliseum: Stadiums and American Culture, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2017).
6
Neil Sullivan, The Dodgers Move West, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); for economics, see Andrew
S. Zimbalist, Baseball and Billions: A Probing Look Inside the Big Business of Our National Pastime, (New York:
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officials and franchise owners, socially stratified their technologically advanced pseudo-public
space and built a definitive consumer culture. 7 Instead of reflecting their city’s social, cultural,
and economic developments, sports stadiums influenced, advanced, or undermined them. Despite
the important historical context that big league city development adds to modern American
history, minor league cities are understudied. 8
In the twenty-first century, though, minor league stadiums received greater attention.
Despite their size, minor league stadiums have comparable, if not greater, social, cultural, and
economic impact on their communities.9 Municipalities debated the stadium’s economic
opportunities and explored private-public funding. Although often small, rough cement
structures, minor league stadiums still boosted a city’s status. 10 For many communities, like their
major league counterparts, new stadiums created social stratification and regional competition.
Minor league cities underwent a postwar stadium boom, but market oversaturation and bigleague city culture consumed mass amounts of minor league franchises. 11
Although situated in histories of the United States West, urban development, and sports
and recreation, Cashman Field, like Las Vegas, is atypical. As growing metropolises battled over
Basic Books, 1992) and Neil DeMause and Joanna Cagan, Field of Schemes: How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns
Public Money into Private Profit, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2008.
7
Robert C. Trumpbour, The New Cathedrals: Politics and Media in the History of Stadium Construction, (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 2007); Lisle, Modern Coliseum.
8
Neil J. Sullivan provides an excellent national account of the social and cultural effects of minor league baseball’s
rise and fall, but its scope is wide, and Sullivan’s work is used more to contextualize Major League Baseball’s rise
to dominance than as a baseline for regional studies, Neil J. Sullivan, The Minors: The Struggles and the Triumph of
Baseball’s Poor Relations from 1876 to the Present, (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990).
9
In her 2017 Ph. D dissertation, Laura T. Troiano provides an excellent study of stadium building and Newark, New
Jersey’s civic leaders' construction of narratives, or “civic narratives,'' that define the city’s current and future
perception of self. Troiano builds from Dolores Hayden’s The Power of Place, and argues stadium construction and
maintenance tells “what a stadium can offer'' a city; Laura T. Troiano, "Give Me A ’Ball Park Figure:’ Creating
Civic Narratives through Stadium Building in Newark, New Jersey" (PhD diss., Rutgers The State University of
New Jersey, 2017), 3-5, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.
10
For an oral history based positive account of boosterism and minor league civic development, see James P. Quigel
and Louis E. Hunsinger, Gateway to the Majors: Williamsport and Minor League Baseball, (University Park:
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001).
11
Sullivan, The Minors; for an East Coast case study, see No Minor Accomplishment: The Revival of New Jersey
Professional Baseball, (Piscataway: Rutgers University Press, 2008).
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major league franchises, or high minor leagues on the West Coast, as the Pacific Coast League
attempted major-league status, Las Vegas boosters already built their stadium. In postwar
stadium historiography, Las Vegas is lumped into larger stories of a rapidly developing Sunbelt
and baseball’s westward expansion. Studies overlook Las Vegas’s sporting history because of
the city’s comparable growth and previously established resort-city status. The Elks’ Helldorado
festival satisfied Las Vegas’s tourism market through the Wild West mystique. Frontier
mythology and “salvage tourism” made baseball and stadium sports secondary attractions. 12 The
Elks’ community prestige rested in Helldorado, but as Las Vegas’s Wild West frontier image lost
its marketability, and the Elks lost influence, they disregarded Cashman Field.
Chapter 1 centers Las Vegas’s history in Cashman Field’s location. From time
immemorial, Southern Nevada was Southern Paiute land. Aabats, new water, was a fresh water
stream that flowed through Cashman Field’s site, and remained an essential life source through
settler-colonial invasion. Through Euro-American colonization and displacement, the Southern
Paiute center community at Aabats.
Chapter 2 shows the development of Las Vegas outdoor recreation. The city appears like
other Sunbelt booster communities, promoting tourism and a Wild West image. But Las Vegas
received federal assistance through Hoover Dam construction and New Deal programs that
helped draw tourism and dampen the Great Depression’s full effects. To keep tourists after dam
construction, Las Vegas boosters, specifically the local Elks Lodge, established a spring Wild
West festival called Helldorado. The weekend event featured parades, a rodeo, and carnival.

12

Katrina Phillips, Staging Indigeneity: Salvage Tourism and the Performance of Native American History, (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2021); L. G. Moses, Wild West Shows and the Images of American Indians,
1883-1933, (Albuquerque: Univ. of New Mexico Press, 1996); Richard Slotkin, Gunfighter Nation: The Myth of the
Frontier in Twentieth-Century America, (New York: Macmillan International, 1992).
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Through Helldorado, the Elks curated and performed Las Vegas’s frontier myth. As the chapter
develops, recreational activities descended upon Cashman Field’s location.
Chapter 3 is the bulk of this work, with a focus on Cashman Field’s construction and the
sporting events that occurred in the stadium. Here we see the highs and lows of professional
sports. The Elks toed the line between major league sport modernization and cementing their
local influence though a Wild West persona. Helldorado earned the Elks their status, and it
remained their priority. Because of this, Cashman Field was neglected most of the calendar year.
When presented with opportunities to earn prestige outside the local community - major league
prestige - the Elks regained interest and promoted Cashman Field. As Las Vegas modernized
around the Elks, the city left Helldorado behind. Without their former community influence, the
Elks finally abandoned Cashman Field.
Chapter 4 documents Cashman Field’s decline. More than a century of land destruction
exacerbated an already unstable piece of earth. The City of Las Vegas acquired the land in 1970,
including the Old Mormon Fort. New boosters emerged to revitalize Downtown Las Vegas, to
specifically benefit downtown business interests through stadium building. They implemented a
familiar stadium building process, but developments central to Cashman Field’s location
disrupted the structures that drive that process.
The Conclusion revisits Cashman Field in 2017 as the stadium’s 35-year tenant, Las
Vegas’s AAA Minor League Baseball franchise, abandoned Cashman for a state-of-the-art
facility 11 miles west in a growing suburb, a movement mirrored by affluent residents across Las
Vegas. As the baseball team prepared to relocate, the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors
Authority (LVCVA), the stadium’s manager for four decades, relinquished operation of
Cashman Center, which includes the stadium, an attached theater and convention space, and

5

several large parking lots that surround the campus, to the City of Las Vegas, which showed little
interest in managing and operating the stadium. The ignominious end to Minor League Baseball
at Cashman Field clashes with the significant role the stadium played in Las Vegas’s
development.
Cashman Field’s history shows wide histories of social capital through civic engagement.
For Las Vegas boosters, earning capital was a defining principal for their civic engagement, and
it was gained through settler-colonial displacement. While the city’s outdoor recreation and
sports were promoted through a civic narrative of community and inclusion, Helldorado defined
the frontier myth and Cashman Field’s history of mismanagement and neglect call to question
who is, and is not, a full member of a society.
In 2019, the Las Vegas Lights’ “$5,000 Helicopter Cash Drop” increased to $10,000. Its
success briefly diverted attention away from the silent abandonment of Cashman Field. Then, the
2020 season was delayed because of the COVID-19 Pandemic, and the Lights played their
games in mostly empty stadiums, unable to promote a helicopter cash drop. At the height of the
pandemic, the parking lot to the southeast of the stadium was “converted” to an unhoused
shelter. Public health officials placed rectangular strips of white tape on the blacktop, and the
residents who chose to stay slept on the ground with little to no social distancing and protection
from the elements.13
Cashman Field is currently at the end of another historic cycle. The stadium is in the final
stages before abandonment. The Las Vegas Lights are Cashman Field’s sole occupant, and the
team is experiencing an unstable future. The location means too much to Las Vegas’s history to
be overlooked or silenced. Well over one century of historical processes destroyed Cashman

13

Michael Lyle, “As regional homelessness policy stresses housing, city spends more on Courtyard: Sharper policy
focus could mean ‘no need for the Courtyard,’ advocate says,” Nevada Current, July 27, 2020.
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Field’s site, but its history suggests studying a stadium’s site reveals moments where
mechanisms to disrupt historical processes appear. Instead of directing focus at stadium building,
what happened inside and around the stadium, like the juxtaposition of a cash drop to an outdoor
unhoused shelter one year apart, reveals clear and unmistakable injustices that can affect change
with the proper attention.

7

Chapter 1: From Time Immemorial to Indigenous Freedom
The Southern Paiute have lived at Cashman Field’s site since before European explorers
and Euro-American colonizers entered the Las Vegas Valley. Southern Nevada has been
Southern Paiute land since time immemorial. After Hutsipamamauu, Ocean Woman created land
and life, and Nüwü, the people, emerged on Spring Mountain in Southern Nevada from
Sinawawvi’s, Coyote’s and Poowavi’s, Louse’s, life basket and were strengthened by Tivatsi’s,
Wolf’s, healing breath.1 The Southern Paiute moved from the sacred cave on Charleston Peak to
the Las Vegas Valley and Red Rocks, stained with the northern Bear’s blood and across
Southern Utah, Nevada, Northern Arizona, and California’s Eastern Mojave Desert. 2 The
Southern Paiute’s movement regularly brought them to Cashman Field’s site, and through Las
Vegas’s history of settler-colonial invasion, they maintained a close relationship with the land.
Las Vegas annually averages five- and one-half inches of rain, mostly in the winter, and
each surround area has different animals, plants, and sustenance. 3 Without heavy rainfall, the
Muddy River in Moapa, fifty-miles northeast of Las Vegas’s current downtown center, provided
a reliable source for seasonal movement across lands, traveling between known and anticipated
harvest locations. In the valley, Nüwü utilized underground springs, which also produced seeds,
nuts, and attracted small game. One spring, called Aabats, or new water, provided consistent and
year-round cold water.4 From the first moment of contact with non-Indigenous people, Southern

1

Clifford E. Trafzer, A Chemehuevi Song: The Resilience of a Southern Paiute Tribe, (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2015) 21-25.
2
Daisy Mike oral history transcript, UNLV Libraries Collection on the Las Vegas Paiute Tribe, approximately
1974-1990. MS-00961. Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Las Vegas, Nevada.
3
Martha C. Knack, Boundaries Between: The Southern Paiutes, 1775-1995, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2001) 11.
4
Herbert Myers and Edith Mike oral history transcript, UNLV Libraries Collection on the Las Vegas Paiute Tribe,
approximately 1974-1990. MS-00961. Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada. Page 8. And Knack, 10-13.
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Paiutes resisted violent, hegemonic imperial mechanisms by maintaining cultural, economic, and
political boundaries.5
During the first half of the nineteenth century, Spanish and Mexican merchants and
scouts traveled through the Las Vegas Valley on the Old Spanish Trail that connects New
Mexico to Southern California. These first non-Indigenous contacts saw the Paiute’s reliable
water supply and irrigable soil, making the valley a popular destination through the Mojave
Desert. With land invasion came raids, horse thieves, and slavers. 6 In 1844, John C. Frémont, a
U.S. government topographer and namesake for Fremont Street in Downtown Las Vegas, arrived
in the valley. Frémont mapped the area as ripe for colonization. 7
The same year, a mob murdered Joseph Smith, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints’ leader. Facing government persecution and public violence, Smith’s successor, Brigham
Young, led the Mormon community west, outside of American territory, and in 1847 they settled
near Utah’s Great Salt Lake. Following the Mexican American War, the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo placed the Mormons back under federal control. Young became Utah’s territorial
governor and organized a string of forts that connected the Salt Lake and Southern California to
help protect the Mormons from further violence. He sent William Bringhurst and 30 settlers to
Las Vegas to build a fort and establish relations with the Southern Paiute. 8
In 1855, the Mormons arrived in the Las Vegas Valley and built their fort in a natural
bench, adjacent to a creek that flowed from Springs Preserve, to protect the settlement from at
least one side. Mormon records and personal accounts suggested Southern Paiute welcomed the

5

Knack, 1-7.
Eugene P. Moehring and Michael S. Green, Las Vegas: A Centennial History, (Reno: University of Nevada Press,
2005) 2.
7
Moehring and Green, Las Vegas, 2-4; Michael S. Green, Nevada: A History of the Silver State, (Reno, NV:
University of Nevada Press, 2015) 71.
8
Moehring and Green, 4.
6
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settlers peacefully, as some wrote the Southern Paiute were eager for the mission to take over
their lands.9 But Paiutes avoided interactions with Mormons and, when necessary, approached
white colonizers with boundaries in place. Nüwüvi engaged in all non-Indigenous interaction
with self-interest and received direct benefit from food, clothing, and mutual protection from
Utes and slavers. Before Euro-American invasion, Utes contested Paiute land through free travel,
resource extraction, and raids. A Mormon alliance countered Ute infringement. 10
Two years of external threats in Salt Lake City furthered the Mormons' need for arms and
ammunition, so Brigham Young shifted the Las Vegas missions’ priority to lead mining in the
surrounding mountains. Mission leader William Bringhurst resisted and argued their purpose was
explicitly “colonizing, Christianizing, and farming.” 11 Within three years of colonization, on
Young’s orders a more compliant leader replaced Bringhurst, mining efforts failed, and the
Paiutes reclaimed the mission’s crops. Mormons abandoned the depleted settlement, the Old
Mormon Fort, and returned to Salt Lake City. 12 The fort’s foundation survived, and the Las
Vegas Valley became a lucrative cattle ranching area and railroad junction. Through the
nineteenth century, traders and ranchers repurposed the fort’s remains as its the central hub.
Shortly after the Mormon mission failed, a vast westward Euro-American invasion occurred that
affected the Las Vegas area.
The 1862 Homestead Act granted 160 acres to individual American settlers and annexed
270 million acres of land between 1862 and 1886. 13 Nevada’s landscape provided settlers a
lucrative opportunity through ranching and mining. Las Vegas was a prospective hub to connect
9

Despite Mormon claims of Paiute willingness to give up land, Knack wrote, “It is easy to discount such statements
as self-justification by a religious people striving to assuage their own moral consciences,” 54.
10
Trafzer, 79; Knack, 53-55.
11
Green, 73.
12
Moehring and Green, 5.
13
“The Homestead Act, May 20, 1862,” The Center for Legislative Archives, National Archives, July 22, 2019,
https://www.archives.gov/legislative/features/homestead-act.
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western industry with the East Coast, with mines in the mountains to its north, west, and south,
and cattle empires to its east. Early in the twentieth century, railroad companies created a
subsidiary, the Las Vegas Land & Water Company (LVL&W). The subsidiary exploited the land
and resources by drilling wells, contaminating natural water sources, and deciding who and
where received essential utilities.14
Beforehand, cattle ranchers centered the Mormon Fort’s remnants as Las Vegas’ ranching
center when the valley transitioned into a wagon stop. After 1863, gold miner Octavius Decatur
Gass amassed one-thousand acres of valley farm and cattle land. Gass repaired and repurposed
the old fort into a ranch house and named his holding, “Las Vegas Ranch.” Southern Paiutes
continued to work their land, but as ranch hands. The ranch provided lodging and produce for
travelers and brought further interaction between the Paiute and Euro-Americans. Southern
Paiutes adapted to an increasingly crowded environment, as heavy wagon traffic traveled
between Salt Lake and Los Angeles, and caught the attention of federal officials.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) recognized Las Vegas Southern Paiutes’ interaction
with Euro-Americans, probably believing the small community was assimilating. In 1870,
Nevada’s first BIA agent reported that the Las Vegas Ranch was “the only suitable place in this
country for a Reservation.”15 Las Vegas’ Paiute community adapted by working wage-labor jobs.
Instead of moving from their land to a distant reservation, the Las Vegas community grew, as
Paiutes from Nevada’s mining towns moved to the valley. 16 As in other parts of North America,

14

Moehring and Green, 18-20.
Knack, 148.
16
Ibid.
15
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Southern Paiutes used labor to resist settler colonialism. Paiutes lived on their land and retained
some cultural autonomy.17
By 1881, Octavius Gass suffered constant financial strain, mortgaged his ranch several
times, and defaulted. The Las Vegas Ranch transferred to Archibald and Helen Stewart. The
Stewarts successfully ranched until 1884. Archibald was killed in a mysterious confrontation
with neighboring ranchers. Helen operated the ranch and hired Paiute men as laborers. She
acquired more land, totaling approximately 2,000 acres, before selling all but 160 acres to
Montana copper magnate William Andrews Clark in 1902.
Clark’s holdings already funded the San Pedro, Los Angeles, & Salt Lake Railroad
(SPLA&SL). His railroad competed with the expanding Union Pacific (UP), so Clark’s used his
2,000 central acres as a significant land negotiation bargaining tool. Most importantly, Clark
purchased all of Helen Stewart’s water rights, as Clark understood the valley had enough water
to supply the railroad and any planned developments. 18 After two years of negotiations, the
SPLA&SL and the UP compromised. Clark purchased the already constructed UP track, and UP
financier Edward Henry Harriman obtained half ownership of the SPLA&LS. In January 1905,
laborers completed the rail line connecting Salt Lake City and Los Angeles, and in May,
passenger service connected the two cities.19 In June, Clark fulfilled his agreement, as the Las

17

For anthologies, see Alice Littlefield and Martha C. Knack eds., Native Americans and Wage Labor:
Ethnohistorical Perspectives, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996) and Brian C. Hosmer, and Colleen M.
O'Neill, Native Pathways: American Indian Culture and Economic Development in the Twentieth Century,
(Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2004); in Northern California, see William J. Bauer, We Were All Like
Migrant Workers Here: Work, Community, and Memory on California's Round Valley Reservation, 1850-1941,
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009); in the Great Lakes region, see Chantel Norrgard, Seasons of
Change: Labor, Treaty Rights, and Ojibwe Nationhood, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2014) and
Brian C. Hosmer, “Reflections on Indian Cultural ‘Brokers’: Reginald Oshkosh, Mitchell Oshkenaniew, and the
Politics of Menominee Lumbering.” Ethnohistory 44, no. 3 (1997): 493–509; on the Navajo Nation, see Colleen M.
O’Neill, Working the Navajo Way: Labor and Culture in the Twentieth Century, (Lawrence: University Press of
Kansas, 2005).
18
Eugene P. Moehring. Resort City in The Sunbelt: Las Vegas, 1930-2000, (University of Nevada Press, 2000) 3.
19
Ibid., 9-10.
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Vegas Age reported he “gave a $30,000,000 check (to the UP) to cover the road value from Los
Angeles to Salt Lake.”20 The railroad built a repair and water station one quarter-mile south of
the ranch house, and the town grew outward from the rail yard. 21 Clark plotted a townsite east of
the railroad tracks, but he faced some real estate competition.
Railroad surveyor John T. McWilliams purchased 80 acres of Stewart’s land west of the
railroad tracks, next to the valley’s largest spring. He advertised and sold parcels of his “Original
Townsite” while Clark built his site.22 McWilliams succeeded until, in 1905, the “Clark
Townsite” opened at auction. Clark’s railroad resources and water rights outmatched
McWilliams’ location and expedited opening, proving more successful financially. 23
The Clark Townsite’s rapid population growth and geographic spread meant the railroad
had to supply utilities to residents. With water rights, Clark and his railroad partners created a
water subsidiary, the Las Vegas Land & Water Company (LVL&W), and supplied infrastructure
to the new townsite.24 As Las Vegas’s most significant social and political tool, LVL&W’s
operators dictated where and when they extended vital utilities.
The railroad segregated one Clark Townsite plot, Block 17, for African American and
Mexican laborers, and as the townsites developed, the BIA’s Moapa agent searched for
reservation land for the Paiutes in Las Vegas. 25 Generally, reservations were intended for selfsustaining farming, but the Las Vegas Paiutes were successful urban wage-laborers, like the
city’s new Euro-American residents. The reservation had to be within walking distance of

20

“Railroad Valuations,” Las Vegas Age, July 25, 1905.
Knack, 149.
22
Moehring, 4.
23
Moehring and Green, 12-13.
24
Ibid.
25
For Mexican and Asian laborers, and all “others” in the western frontier myth, see Patricia Nelson Limerick, The
Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West, (New York: Norton, 1987).
21

13

employment opportunities, but BIA policy implemented strict racial boundaries to “protect”
Indigenous communities from whites as an “alternative to extinction.” 26
The Paiute families living north of the Clark Townsite told BIA inspectors they preferred
the old spring used for farming before Mormon colonization. The site was part of Helen
Stewart’s 160-acre ranch. Since the Stewarts operated the Las Vegas Ranch, Helen purchased
Paiute women-made baskets and sold them at a profit, so selling her land for a reservation would
ensure continued interaction and for-profit transaction. In December 1911, the BIA purchased
ten acres of Stewart land for $500 and established the Las Vegas Paiute Colony. 27 The land is
less than one mile northwest of the Mormon Fort and Cashman Field’s location. Seen in figure 1,
Cashman Field’s future location is the dark, lush area at the upper right of the image. The Las
Vegas Paiute Colony is to its northwest (above left). Southern Paiutes maintained their
relationship with their land and secured direct access to the clean stream, unimpeded by the
Clark Townsite or McWilliams Townsite.
The first generation of Southern Paiute who came of age at the Las Vegas Paiute Colony
remembered Helen Stewart fondly. Oral histories from the 1970s revealed a collective memory
of both Paiute leaders and Stewart predicting Las Vegas’ growth. Daisy Mike recalled Stewart
thought the Southern Paiute “were living like coyotes, scattered…there was going to be a lot of
white people coming pretty soon.”28 Herbert Myers’s grandfather was a community
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representative and speaker who told his grandson that Stewart “knew the town was going to
grow - saw ahead of time into the future.”29 Mike’s and Myers’ oral accounts claim Stewart and
the Paiutes strategically worked together and withheld the ten acres in the face of a growing
settler community.
Multiple interviews suggested Helen Stewart participated in Southern Paiute cultural
practices. Herbert Myers remembered Stewart “was a white lady, but she spoke Paiute and she
knew everything to do with the Indians there. She’s buried just like the Indians used to bury them
- with songs. My uncle sang on her when she got buried when she died…they buried her just like
an Indian. She was like an Indian to them. Her own relatives didn’t come, just the Indians. She’s
the only white lady I know that was buried Indian style.” 30
These statements are from 1970s oral interviews about the history of the Las Vegas
Paiute Colony, and they are reflective of the specific moment of their creation. From
colonization through the interviews, Southern Paiutes resisted constant land dispersion from
public and private entities, and the community used an array of resistance techniques.
Particularly in the 1950s, as the land around the Las Vegas Paiute Colony, the Mormon Fort, and
Cashman Field developed and its value increased, the government consistently studied the
legality of Helen Stewart’s 1911 land deed and government ownership of the ten-acre
community. The interviewers were another cycle of officials who entered the community and
asked about its specific origins.
The BIA did not attempt to persuade the Southern Paiute to move to the Las Vegas
Colony. Myers revealed the families that populated the community understood their valley was
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facing rapid colonization and growth, and the colony site was a “homestead for the people,”
chosen for its irrigation and farming potential. 31 The Paiute immediately dug a small well and
planted fruit trees, collected wood from the area’s abundant mesquite trees and bushes, went
“pine nutting,” swam in the cold spring, and collected grapes from the old ranch house site.
Myers recalled wild spinach grew at the wash by the cold stream. His mother picked the spinach
weekly, and Aabats provided ideal conditions for the spinach to grow larger after each harvest.
The families successfully kept their boundaries with Las Vegas’s rapid growth. As the valley’s
population slowly increased through the 1920s, Edith Mike recalled, the community remained
independent, “we minded our business…we’d go to town…it didn’t bother the people.” 32
Cashman Field’s site changed hands many times before Las Vegas’s recreation and
sporting culture developed. From colonization, the location was contested space that highlights
the valley’s settler-colonial history. Throughout, the Southern Paiute assured their continued
relationship with Aabats and their land. This relationship, and continued resistance, has historic
stadium building implications that are highlighted through the next half-century of development,
control, erasure, and neglect.
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Chapter 2: Development of “Modern” Outdoor Recreation
On April 23rd, 1946, as the sun set on Las Vegas, “Smoke” Demaree took the mound at
CCC Field. Shortly after, the umpiring crew for the game between the West Coast Colored
Baseball League’s San Francisco Sea Lions and Los Angeles White Sox quit and left the field. 1
Fans sitting on the packed makeshift wooden bleachers in “Tri-C Park,” a Civilian Conservation
Corps camp next to the Sunrise Acres housing development, one-mile east of Clark’s Townsite
down Charleston Boulevard, “were sympathetic to the umps. They couldn’t see Demaree’s
smoke ball…Batsmen couldn’t see it. What difference if the ump ducked his head every time it
came down the groove?”2 The West Coast Colored Baseball League (WCCBL) operated for
three months before Jackie Robinson’s Major League Baseball integration rapidly disbanded the
lowest African American leagues, but the WCCBL scheduled two games in Las Vegas. 3 The Sea
Lions and White Sox played Las Vegas’s largest professional sporting event to date, a “bang up
show.”4
Tri-C Park’s had a rocky surface without the proper soil for an athletic field, and more
suitable parks existed closer to Downtown Las Vegas, but the African American teams played
one-mile outside of the city.5 The Las Vegas Transit Company shuttled fans from Fremont Street
to CCC Field every half hour, and after the game, the park's owner, the local Elks Lodge,
permanently removed the bleachers. 6 The Elks needed the wood for the next month’s
Helldorado, an annual wild west festival they organized in Downtown Las Vegas, and 1946 was
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their most successful and impactful year to date. 7 1946 was Las Vegas’s outdoor recreation
watershed moment; the convergence of boosterism and professional sports.
Chapter 2 follows two decades of Las Vegas’s community outdoor recreation
development. In the 1930s, New Deal programs and Hoover Dam’s construction saved Las
Vegas from the Great Depression’s full effects. The city benefited from an established tourism
economy, but as Hoover Dam was completed, officials feared the end of their prosperity.
Capitalizing on a frontier myth, the local Elks Lodge lured dam workers and out-of-state tourists
with a weekend wild west festival. Through their successful celebration, Helldorado, the Elks
gained significant influence and crafted an image of a social organization dedicated to
community development and modernization. Through the era, boosters, especially the Elks,
developed Las Vegas outdoor recreation and a false sense of community through Indigenous
erasure and African American segregation. The Elks’ used their social capital as social control,
and as it was tied to a specific ideology, the frontier myth, it was inherently exclusionary.
As the chapter develops, white Las Vegans recreationally encroach on Cashman Field’s
site while systematically denying access to Southern Paiute and African American communities.
But the Southern Paiute and African Americans kept social contact with the city’s hegemonic
entities and utilized resistance techniques to assert their agency in their lived environment. The
chapter ends in 1947 and the inaugural season of Las Vegas’s first professional sports franchise,
the Las Vegas Wranglers minor league baseball team. After the season, the opportunistic Elks
spatially and financially situated themselves to dictate Las Vegas recreation and dominate
Cashman Field’s site for two decades. The Elks had a charismatic leader who advanced their
interests and public image named James Cashman.
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In 1904, 19-year-old James “Big Jim” Cashman moved to Nevada and worked numerous
jobs around mining towns.8 After he “earned the reputation of being able to work,” owners of a
Searchlight mining company leased Cashman a telephone repair company. Big Jim’s brother
loaned him $500 to start a taxi service, and the fleet of trucks Cashman purchased moved
humans, freight, and minerals between rural Nevada towns. In 1912, the Las Vegas Age reported
Cashman almost died in an accident while working alone at a cyanide plant in Quartette, Nevada,
outside of Searchlight, fifty miles south of Las Vegas. Big Jim’s arm was caught in a conveyor
belt, reportedly two-feet wide, and was “drawn into a pulley. However, his strength and the bulk
of his body proved sufficient to partially stall the belt, which gave him a chance...to get his knife
out with his left hand and cut through the belt.” 9 Cashman’s personal anecdotes, relayed to the
local media, helped build his larger-than-life character.
Jim Cashman was always in the right place, with the right people, at the right time.
Through multiple loans, management positions, and business opportunities he accumulated a
small conglomerate. “The Searchlight Automobile Magnate” capitalized on the need for
automobiles in rural Nevada and opened multiple garages and dealerships. 10 In the 1920s,
Cashman won a County Commissioner election, built an interstate road to California, opened the
first airmail service between Las Vegas and Salt Lake City, and worked closely with
Congressional delegates who influenced the Hoover Dam. The Dam’s construction was
extremely lucrative, and his connections enabled him to receive a Caterpillar tractor franchise
and operate a successful river boat tour. Automobile, ferry, and tractor technology advanced
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during Nevada’s boom years, and they were essential in Southern Nevada’s development.
Cashman always acquired large amounts of whatever equipment was necessary for numerous
impending large projects. The business leader successfully capitalized on every granted
opportunity.11
Big Jim effectively used his folkloric stature and public image and propelled himself into
the civic and business elite. In 1941, Cashman and developer Robert Griffith convinced
California hotel titan Thomas Hull to open one of his El Rancho chain hotels in Las Vegas. For
more building space and to avoid taxes, Hull built El Rancho Vegas south of the city limits. The
El Rancho was Las Vegas’s first self-sustained resort, as it contained a casino, restaurants,
swimming pool, showroom, and retail shops. The property elevated Las Vegas’s rustic western
aesthetic and pushed the resort movement, including the Las Vegas Strip. 12 Big Jim was friends
with politicians, local business leaders, and railroad owners. With an unmistakable local
prominence, he is featured throughout Southern Nevada and Las Vegas histories as a pioneer,
dominant force, and important businessman. Cashman shaped all aspects of Las Vegas, and he
was one of the city’s preeminent boosters and the public face of the local Elks Lodge.
In Las Vegas, like other growing Southwest Sunbelt cities, like Santa Fe, New Mexico
and Flagstaff, Arizona, politicians and business leaders were one and the same. 13 Boosters ran
the city, and they understood that Las Vegas’s location, rail lines, and clubs were ripe for a
tourism industry.14 As Las Vegas’s population grew in the first three decades of the twentieth
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century, no social group was more influential in the development of Las Vegas outdoor
recreation than the Elks Lodge.15
Founded in mid-nineteenth century New York City, The Benevolent and Protective Order
of Elks were, like most American fraternal organizations, inward-focused, ritualistic, and hard
drinking.16 Membership crossed class lines and the group met at the local lodge’s bar. Into the
twentieth century, the Elks adapted to societal evolutions. After World War I, they shifted their
focus from internal member assistance to outward community association and aid. 17
The Elks inter-war turn away from the lodge bar earned social capital through civic
engagement. The organization’s public shift was based in patriotism and focused on war veterans
and children’s health, and they staged public events to promote their initiatives and themselves. 18
In the inter-war Sun Belt, the American patriotic image involved taming and conquering the wild
western frontier.
The Las Vegas Frontier: Helldorado to Cashman Field, 1934-1948
There’s something unique about the Las Vegas Valley. It has nothing to do with its neonfilled aura of gold and the gambling tables. It doesn’t lie in its mottos of ‘Entertainment
Capital of the World,’ ‘Sin City,’ ‘Disneyland for Adults’ or the 'Last Frontier of Sun and
Fun.’ Those are merely results of a Las Vegas community attitude stemming from its
heritage of promotion, of hustling, of growing, of riding the winning streak of an
economic boom. The spirit is one tinged with the romance of the Old West and its
frontier, hardnosed characteristics. It contains too a hint of romance, of glamor, of
unreality. The Las Vegas attitude.
---Sheila Caudle, Las Vegas Review-Journal 19
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According to the 1890 Census, the frontier was closed. The American West conquered
and claimed, connected to the east through technology, commerce, and communication. Three
years later, Frederick Jackson Turner reflected on this development. He argued constant
challenge or change, like the rigors of settlement, made the United States great. From
colonization, to Revolution, and westward expansion, the drive to obtain and conquer lands and
people made America stronger. It gave individuals purpose. Politicians and Progressive
reformers justified colonialism through Turner’s ideology, and his frontier thesis became
mainstream historical interpretation.20 Conquering wilderness defined progress, and individual
agrarian settlements defined the frontier myth. 21 But the frontier itself was a myth, as railroad
companies and large capital controlled the territory. 22 Las Vegas’s frontier era history epitomized
failed individual agrarian colonization and railroad domination. But city boosters effectively
capitalized on the frontier myth and, through it, created a socially and financially lucrative
recreation culture.
A single, annual spring event proved that Las Vegas was a suitable community
entertainment and outdoor recreation center: Helldorado. Las Vegans survived the Great
Depression’s full effects because of the stable influx of money from Hoover Dam’s construction
and New Deal program funding and Civilian Conservation Corps projects across Southern
Nevada. City officials and boosters, though, feared significant financial strain when the dam
workers left after they finished the construction. In 1934, traveling entertainment promoter Clyde
Zerby sought quick and easy money in Las Vegas. With Boulder (Hoover) Dam’s construction,
and thousands of men with money and leisure time on days off, Zerby saw an opportunity to
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promote the town with a nostalgic, Wild West themed festival. 23 The Elks collaborated and
planned a weekend parade and pageant with racy adult shows. Organizers did not have time to
build large event infrastructure, so they erected tents in open space around Sixth Street and
Fremont Street.24 The Elks immediately capitalized on Zerby’s excessive drive and Las Vegas’s
wild reputation from legal gambling and open drinking during Prohibition, as similar Sun Belt
cities, like Santa Fe, New Mexico cultivated their image for years. 25 Even without extensive
planning, Las Vegas’s Helldorado drew ample interest. 26
In the late nineteenth century, “Buffalo Bill” Cody’s Wild West shows traveled across the
U.S. and Europe and embedded the frontier myth in popular culture. Cody’s performances
differed from other forms of public entertainment by targeting higher-brow, often middle-class
families. Although widely attractive, the shows centered violence, with horse stunts, gunplay,
and scenes of a constantly dangerous old western frontier. 27 Middle-class consumers wanted to
see “authentic” Indigenous performers, as white audiences viewed “show Indians” as primitive. 28
In 1935, the Elks planned and operated Helldorado, and the organization added a rodeo,
extended the parade, and scheduled more family-friendly entertainment. The Las Vegas ReviewJournal proudly announced the event was a “living motion picture” that enabled those attending
to “turn back the pages of history and live again the hectic, romantic days of the old frontier”
filled with “bearded miners, prospectors, gamblers and settlers, dance hall girls and beshawled
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[sic] and bebonneted [sic] pioneer women in the quaint dresses of a bygone day.” 29 Journalists
fulfilled the “romantic” vision of old frontier life and assured that if “wild Indians swoop down
on your party and tomahawk you - it’s only a revival of early day habits.” 30 For the frontier
façade to feel real, colonization had to be the historical basis, and Indigenous history and bodies
had to vanish.31
While the LVRJ mythologized and erased Indigenous cultures, it praised the Elks, who
had “always been among the first to support all that has been for the betterment of the city and
the welfare of the community.”32 Historically, Las Vegas was a wagon trail, cattle ranch, and
railroad junction. In the 1930s, city boosters constructed the Wild West image.
The week before each Helldorado, the Elks called for volunteers to serve on a roving
posse as “Kangaroo Kops.” To spur public participation, organizers sold official Helldorado pins
to all attendees. The Kops roved Fremont Street, ensuring “every person in Las Vegas, including
the weekend visitors, wore the official Kangaroo Kourt button.”33 The Kops ushered the
noncompliant to a makeshift Kourt on Fremont Street between First Street and Second Street to
receive the “summary justice which was accorded all law violators when the west was young,
and there won’t be a citizen - if the Kangaroo Kops can help it - who will be overlooked.” 34
The Elks expected public participation, and they “arrested” Las Vegans caught without
western attire or sporting a large mustache. The stunt continued through Sunday morning, until
“every dog” was hung. The gimmick was a Helldorado staple. The “Kangaroo Kourt Klink,” a
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portable metal-barred cell, was a photo opportunity for celebrities and politicians. 35 Boosters
believed an immersive “last frontier” was the first thing tourists must see, and non-compliant
locals in a fake prison fit the myth.36 When Kourt adjourned, all involved moved to the
Helldorado Village and continued celebrating the wild frontier. The Kangaroo Kops were an
avenue for the Elks to assert social control and ensure local citizens complied with their demands
for compliance in community recreation.
Overstretched by the expanding festival’s necessary attention, the Elks needed help
organizing and facilitating a successful and memorable rodeo. After its establishment in 1936,
the Las Vegas Junior Chamber of Commerce immediately began planning recreation
opportunities to spur tourism.37 In February 1937, the Elks placed the Jaycees in charge of
staging and promoting the year’s rodeo. The Junior Chamber worked closely with the Las Vegas
Horsemen’s Association to coordinate a location and book contestants. The young festival, small
in comparison to similar events in Arizona and California, failed to attract top-class riders. The
Horsemen needed convincing that Las Vegas’ Helldorado could stage a successful rodeo and that
city boosters could raise enough money. 38
Between 1931 and 1936, the Boulder Dam’s construction brought droves of out-of-state
tourists to Boulder City. During one weekend in February 1934, 3,500 people traveled to
Boulder City and overflowed its hotels. Both Boulder City and Las Vegas residents opened their
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doors, and visitors slept in their living rooms. Even the local jail was “transformed…into a
makeshift hotel” for more than 20 people.39 In early 1936, Highway 93, which connected Las
Vegas to Arizona, opened a road on top of the dam, and more than 7,500 people drove across in
its first 10 weeks.40 Hoover Dam created a reservoir, and as the water rose, the National Parks
Service established the Lake Mead National Recreation Area (LMNRA). From 1936 to 1941,
there was a 117 percent increase in visits to LMNRA, from 389,294 to 844,773. The numbers
dropped during World War II, but in 1946 they soared to more than one million.41 Despite
Boulder City’s appeal, Las Vegas possessed the tourism infrastructure for continued growth.
Visitors stopped in Las Vegas before and after they saw the dam, the Union Pacific Railroad and
Greyhound Bus Line provided transportation, and, uniquely set apart from comparable cities, Las
Vegas allowed legal gambling.42 With further assistance and from local boosters, the Horseman’s
Association accepted Las Vegas for their rodeo. It was imperative the Junior Chamber ensured
the Helldorado Rodeo’s success, and they continued promotion until its May 13th start. 43
On April 24th, three weeks before Helldorado, Junior Chamber of Commerce secretary
George Lang sent a letter to Moapa Reservation agent Harvey J. Pocock that sought
“improvements” to the Las Vegas Paiute Colony. The colony was on Main Street, less than one
mile north of downtown. Boosters saw the Southern Paiute as an opportunity for their tourists to
witness real Indians.44 At the colony’s formation, the BIA determined the community’s size and
population was too small, 10 acres with one dozen families, to assign an agent, so Pocock was
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the immediate point of contact. On behalf of the Junior Chamber, Lang requested “suitable
attention be given to the Indian Reservation in Las Vegas, such as establishing a gateway sign
and other needed improvement[sic] in order that tourists might be attracted and directed to the
reservation.”45 Pocock forwarded the letter to Paiute Agency Superintendent E. A. Farrow in
Cedar City, Utah.
Farrow responded that funds were unavailable, stating, “We have tried to get the
cooperation of the city health department in the matter of insisting on cleanliness in the camp…If
we could get cooperation from the city it might be possible at all times to have this little
settlement kept in presentable conditions.” Farrow noted the proximity of the timing and the
location of Helldorado’s rodeo grounds and the Las Vegas Paiute Colony and answered, “I wish
to say further that I am not especially interested in attracting tourists to the Indian reservation.
We are not anxious to have the Indians exploited, however, we do want to keep the camp clean
for the good of the Indians themselves.” 46 From Lang’s letter, it was clear to Farrow the “suitable
attention” the chamber desired was a welcome sign, turning the Paiute Community into a tourist
attraction for Helldorado and its old west, frontier façade. But even without federally sanctioned
exploitation, the Junior Chamber accomplished promoting their rodeo.
The 1937 Helldorado was a monumental success. The Las Vegas Review-Journal praised
the Elks for organizing their parade and downtown pageants, and the paper celebrated the Junior
Chamber for the rodeo. The LVRJ reported the Junior Chamber of Commerce’s rodeo outclassed
comparable events in similar southwestern cities, noting the rodeo featured “the best riders and
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the best stock in the business.”47 The need for a permanent Helldorado Village, proposed as an
old mining camp, was clear, and the rodeo should accompany Helldorado permanently. The
LVRJ warned its readers the entire community would suffer if Helldorado failed to develop and
grow.
With their new influence, the Junior Chamber of Commerce viewed their failure to
exploit the Las Vegas Paiute community as an avenue for community self-promotion. The
chamber lobbied City Commissioner Harmon P. Marble, and correspondence with the BIA
resumed on June 1st, two weeks after Helldorado. The LVRJ published an article announcing
Pocock had “expressed his willingness to and in every way possible the movement started by the
junior chamber of commerce to improve the conditions” at the Southern Paiute Community. The
article revealed the federal government spent $30,000 on city improvements in 1936, with none
allotted to improve the community. The article announced that the chamber sent a letter to
Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier and Nevada’s congressional representative, James
Scrugham.48
On June 2nd, Junior Chamber President Frank McNamee Jr. sent a letter to Collier in
Washington D.C., revealing the poor conditions in the community. McNamee’s inquiry, and the
Junior Chamber’s position, was, again, clearly focused on tourism. McNamee began by
announcing Las Vegas’ rapid population growth before stressing his concern for Southern Paiute
health and safety. McNamee included photographs taken by the chamber, and he admitted they
entered colony homes to capture them. The chamber suggested the federal government could
erect tents, similar to a New Deal Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) program that helped local
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Boy Scouts create a campground in a nearby park. McNamee assured Collier that the city would
“cooperate in any way possible” before he shifted back to tourism and stated, “The setting is
ideal, and with a properly planned village it would be an asset to any city. The Indians have been
encouraged…in their native craft of blankets and basket making, and with a presentable
community, they could find a ready market from the stream of tourists constantly coming to Las
Vegas to see the Boulder Dam.” No correspondence mentioned Helldorado, and McNamee
claimed, “It is not the intention of the Junior Chamber of Commerce to exploit the Indians in any
manner, but we do wish to improve conditions in this Indian community, and your immediate
attention to this matter will be appreciated.” 49 With a permanent Helldorado Village, boosters
viewed the Las Vegas Paiute Colony as a physical extension of their festival. 50
Although it was difficult living in the Las Vegas Paiute Colony, as it was across the
county during the Depression, the Paiutes never required assistance from city boosters. In the
1930s the Civilian Conservation Corps helped clean the community’s only spring, but the well
went dry every summer as resorts and expanding residential neighborhoods sucked water from
its aquifer. The city failed to extend water, sewage, or electric utilities until the 1950s. 51 The
small community did not have a dedicated agent, and Pocock visited every one to three months
to take a census of births and deaths and assist in administering the sick into the hospital. Since
initial contact, the community did not rely on government aid or intervention, and the boundaries
they maintained ensured their survival through community assistance and, later, sustained
resistance that changed Downtown Las Vegas’ lived environment.
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Interviewed in the 1970s, Las Vegas Paiute Colony resident Nellie Sanchez recalled that
through the Great Depression, the small community had sufficient food. To supplement produce
grown in community gardens, Sanchez worked with Stella Flemming, affectionately referred to
as “Old Lady Flemming,” from the Welfare Department by distributing food and interpreting
conversations with non-English speaking community members. 52 The Southern Paiutes worked
on the upkeep of their homes, as they gathered scrap metal, cardboard, and gunny sacks to
provide protection from the elements. Edith Mike’s grandmother made baskets out of weeds,
mesquite bushes, and bird feathers for dye. She walked downtown and traded her craft for shoes
and clothing.53
The combination of Southern Paiute women’s “unearned income,” through working with
the Welfare Department, and skilled artisan craft market was a significant part of family
earnings. While skilled crafts, like Edith Mike’s grandmother’s baskets, were sold and traded for
far less than their worth, the addition created increased income stability. This addition was
especially important during the Depression. Further, women’s crafts were exchanged on an
interhousehold or intertribal basis, earning additional income and community prestige. 54
Less than two miles south of the Las Vegas Paiute Colony, Helldorado outgrew its Sixth
Street and Fremont Street location, so for 1938, the Elks purchased land from the Union Pacific
Railroad and built a more permanent Helldorado Village northeast of the federal building and
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City Park.55 In 1929, with impending Hoover Dam construction, the U.S. government planned a
federal building and post office, essential to the massive federal project, in Downtown Las
Vegas. Representatives chose a plot on Stewart Avenue facing Third Street’s northern dead end,
buttressed against the original Clark Townsite. The land was old county fairgrounds, and as
stipulation for a location close to Fremont Street, the city turned the plot into the City Park. For
more than 15 years, a small municipal baseball and softball field at the park’s northeast corner,
Bonanza Road and Fifth Street, received frequent use. Helldorado was successful and grew
steadily for the next five years, proving the city could host and maintain large events. Big Jim
Cashman believed further growth was possible and a modernizing necessity. He conceived a
large, modern complex to host sporting events, such as baseball and football. The onset of World
War II stifled Cashman’s plans, but the Elks were proactive in the war effort.
World War Two did not destroy Las Vegas’ economy, as wartime production and
military proliferation increased the need for an annual leisure weekend. The Elks’ acted on their
inter-war focus on patriotism. In June 1941, “in anticipation of arriving troops at the gunnery
school and other camps,” the local chapter “embarked[ed] on a remodeling effort to convert their
[Helldorado Village’s dance hall] into a U.S.O. headquarters.” 56 The Elks and military personnel
and families training in or traveling through Las Vegas garnered relationships in the shared
environment. The war created massive industry in the Las Vegas Valley and thousands of jobs,
causing exponential population growth and the founding of a new unincorporated towns in the
valley.
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Through World War II, the Elks took unsettling measures to keep certain company
entertained. In 1940, prospectors found mummified skeletal remains in an isolated cave high
above the Colorado River’s Nevada bank. Boulder City and Las Vegas officials were adamant
that the remains were a famous Indigenous “outlaw” named Queho, who successfully evaded
hostile law enforcement for thirty years. 57 Queho was an Indigenous laborer, likely one-half
Southern Paiute, in early twentieth-century Nevada mining towns.
It is unclear whose remains were found, but they were almost certainly not Queho.
Undeterred, the City of Las Vegas declared they were and displayed the bones behind a glass
case in the courthouse. The Elks purchased the remains, built a replica cave on a trailer, and
paraded them during Helldorado as its “star attraction.” The remains were given a “permanent”
resting place at the Helldorado Village, until in the early 1950s, a thief stole them. Two decades
after the first Helldorado, the Elks kept the Wild West motif alive through exploitation. 58
In 1939, American frontier popular culture emphasized the cult of the outlaw and
immortalized gangster film characters and outlaw figures like Jesse James. In possession of
human remains, the Elks and Helldorado had their own outlaw in Queho. He was part of frontier
mythology, simultaneously revered and feared, as the “Indian outlaw” in a cave. Born in 1943, a
small child when the Elks paraded the remains through Las Vegas, Elizabeth Schneehagen
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remembered Queho’s legend was central to Helldorado’s narrative, for “there was always stories
told about him. We were always kinda scared to go see him, but we did anyway.” 59
The 1946 Helldorado weekend was a milestone for Las Vegas entertainment. With World
War II over, Las Vegans returned home. There, they formed an established tourist industry, and
wartime industry and military personnel remained in the area. The LVRJ reported 50,000 people,
a “conservative” estimate, watched the opening day parade.60 Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, and
Gabby Hayes led the parade, as the actors were in town filming a movie. The Republic Pictures’
film, “Helldorado,” was a western where Rogers played a cowboy fighting organized crime
during a contemporary Las Vegas Helldorado weekend.61 The production filmed scenes with real
rodeo participants and tourist spectators at the Helldorado rodeo grounds in City Park, and in one
scene, the Kangaroo Kops arrested Rogers and placed him in their Klink. The film introduced
Las Vegas’s Helldorado to American popular culture.
After the 1946 Helldorado weekend, a LVRJ editorial praised the Elks for organizing the
greatest celebration in its 12-year history. The editor then addressed unpublished criticism from
the local community that the Elks did not properly expand Helldorado, as the critics believed the
Elks used Helldorado profits for lodge purposes. The editor emphatically denied the rumors and
offered, instead, that the Elks set up a fund to build new rodeo grounds and add to the Helldorado
Village. The editor claimed the work would have started five years earlier if not for the war, but
“as soon as materials become available…the Elks plan their expansion program.” 62 The Elks
failed to expand Helldorado due to wartime production.
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Las Vegas Review-Journal editor John F. Cahlan was a devoted Las Vegas booster who
relentlessly advertised for and publicly promoted tourism. While working for the national news
outlet, United Press, Cahlan admitted he sent “anything that was favorable to Las Vegas…over
the wire; anything that was unfavorable we kept it right in the newspaper office…it was for the
benefit of the city.”63
1946’s successful Helldorado, and its massive influx of tourists, significantly aided Las
Vegas’s economy. After the wartime boom, the city amassed unprecedented debt and
overcrowding.64 The city government and downtown businesses struggled financially. 65 For Las
Vegas to modernize, boosters took control and rallied the community. For ten years, the Elks
executed successful weekend festivals, but while Jim Cashman envisioned a multipurpose
stadium before the war, Las Vegas’s had yet proved its sporting fandom.
Days before “Smoke” Demaree baffled umpires and impressed fans at CCC Field, the
West Coast Colored Baseball Association promoted an exceptional product featuring James
“Wrong Hand” Brown, who was between stints with the Newark Eagles and Indianapolis
Clowns, and one-handed outfielder Jesse Alexander, who batted with his trailing arm, among
other athletes who played with Satchel Paige and Big Boy Williams, the “Babe Ruth of the
Colored League.”66 The game exceeded the Sea Lions’ and White Sox’s promotion. Las Vegans
packed the stands and the teams treated them to a “bang up show.” 67 Professional leagues noticed
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the warm reception, and, in June, the West Coast Colored Baseball Association sent the San
Diego Tigers and league-leading Oakland Larks to Las Vegas. The second game moved to a ball
field at the northeast corner of City Park, directly across Fifth Street from Helldorado Village. 68
Las Vegas sports fans proved to prospective professional league officials that sustained interest
was possible.
On November 6, 1946, the National Association of Professional Baseball Leaguesrecognized Class C Sunset League announced Las Vegas as a charter member. Former Pacific
Coast League Hollywood Stars players Newell “Newt” Kimball, also a National League
journeyman, and Les Power were team executives and stated, “Las Vegas’ only responsibility is
sponsoring the team…[and] provide an adequate ballpark.” 69 Kimball and Powers wanted to play
at City Park, and on March 22, 1947, the mayor, city clerk, and city commission board agreed
unanimously.70
The community showed immediate excitement, and the team ensured the community
remained invested. Las Vegas’s first professional sports team needed a name, so baseball
officials proposed a public naming contest. A committee of local representatives and reporters
unanimously chose “Las Vegas Wranglers” from a list of four dozen names submitted by more
than 400 Las Vegans. The first person to submit the name, Mrs. E. L. Whiteside, earned season
tickets.71 Further, the community had stock, a literal investment, in their new franchise. At $25 a
share, resident investors owned one third of the team.72
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Thirty-two-year-old player manager Kimball led the Wranglers. From 1937 to 1943,
Kimball played in Major League Baseball for the Chicago Cubs, St. Louis Cardinals, Brooklyn
Dodgers, and Philadelphia Phillies, before managing the Hollywood Stars in the AAA Pacific
Coast League.73
The Class C Sunset League was the “travelingest league” in the country. Its six teams,
Anaheim Valencias, El Centro Imperials, Ontario Orioles, Reno Silver Sox, Riverside Dons, and
Las Vegas Wranglers, traveled an average of 10,047 miles during the season. Set apart from
similar lower division baseball leagues, the Sunset League initially had Major League Baseball
ties: the Wranglers were Boston affiliates, Silver Sox with the New York Giants, Dons with the
Pittsburgh Pirates, Valencias with the San Diego Padres of the AAA Pacific Coast League, and
both the Imperials and Orioles were owned by former Major League players. Each team fielded
15 players, plus a player manager, and paid each player $2,800. 74
The three months before opening day progressed rapidly. Kimball signed new players
from higher-class minor-league teams and prominent local athletes from amateur and city-funded
ball leagues. After a lengthy spring training with pre-season games throughout Southern
California, the Wranglers returned to Southern Nevada to play exhibition games on April 12 in
Henderson and April 13 in Boulder City. The latter sold more than 500 advance tickets, making
it Boulder City’s largest post-war event to that time.75
The dirt diamond in City Park was renovated for professional baseball. The City of Las
Vegas funded the upgrades and installed turf, box seats, a temporary electric scoreboard, and 40
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flood lights for evening games.76 Las Vegas City Commission located building materials, and the
Electrical and Street Departments completed construction. Workers installed 2,000 permanent
seats and a newly sodded grass infield, but the outfield remained dirt. The city planned on
sodding outfield grass before the 1948 season. 77 The collaborative effort took one month and
finished well before opening day. In the lead up to Las Vegas’ first professional baseball season,
nineteen-year-old Las Vegan Donald Borsack remembered, “Everybody in town was just
counting the minutes before the famous Las Vegas Wranglers would actually arrive in our
city.”78
After a road series in El Centro, on Friday April 25th, the Wranglers hosted the Reno
Silver Sox. The previous night, city boosters held a prep rally and gala at the Helldorado Village.
Opening day morning, Las Vegas Review-Journal sports editor C. A. Heckethorn optimistically
proclaimed:
Tonight a new era of sportdom comes to Las Vegas - an era which is to decide whether
this community of some 23,000 is ready for major professional sports or whether we
must continue along with tiny amateur shows, staged mainly by the local high school
teams and occasional college football clubs. For tonight at 8 o’clock the cry, ‘play ball’
will be sounded in the City Park and local baseball fans will get a peek at the Las Vegas
Wranglers versus the Reno Silver Sox of the new Sunset League. 79
Before the game, the city organized a pre-game firework display and parade from Fremont Street
to City Park. Escorted by police and a Knothole Gang of local youth, both Wranglers and Silver
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Sox players traveled by horse drawn vehicles to City Park. 80 Two thousand fans watched the
Wranglers defeat the Reno Silver Sox 5-2 in Las Vegas’s first professional sporting event.
One month after the Wranglers’ Sunset League home opener, the city changed the name
of the small stadium at City Park to Wrangler Field. Within two months, Wrangler Field hosted
charity ball games, Boy Scout fundraisers, and a $5,000 firework show, the “greatest
pyrotechnical display ever witnessed.”81 Local clubs and fraternal organizations gifted the
collective team awards and appointed individual players as honorary members. Although the
Wranglers teetered around .500, they offered exciting on-field play. As a quickly renovated
community park stadium, Wrangler Field had a short outfield fence, and by mid-June, the
Wranglers plated their 100th home run.82 Then the team went on a run, winning seven straight
and cruised to a .643 winning percentage. By the end of July, they had a five-game lead in the
standings. More importantly for the Wranglers, Las Vegas entertainment, and the new Sunset
League, on July 28, with 41 games left in the season, the Wranglers broke professional baseball’s
all-time single-season home run record. The 1923 Pacific Coast League Salt Lake Bees held the
previous record of 204. On July 27th, 1947, a quarter century later, the Wranglers hit six home
runs, bringing their total to 209. The record-breaking home run ball was retrieved and sent to the
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, New York.83
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More than 1,000 fans watched the Wranglers’ inaugural season end with a home playoff
defeat. The community was proud of their new franchise and its players. After hitting 52 home
runs, Calvin “The Cat” Felix earned the Sunset League Player of the Year. For leading the
Wranglers in home runs, the Pat Clark Pontiac dealership awarded “The Cat” a $100 savings
bond and an additional $50 for leading the team in runs batted in. The fans voted Syl Gregory
most popular player, and the LVRJ crowned Gregory, a Las Vegan, the best all-around athlete for
playing every position throughout the season. Gregory left the baseball season with a gold
wristwatch from M. W. Davis Jewelers and a traveling bag from the newspaper. 84 Local business
owners and boosters simultaneously showed Wrangler’s players their appreciation for an
exciting season and earned free advertising for Pontiacs, savings bonds, and wristwatches.
C. A. Heckethorn reflected on the Wranglers first season, acknowledging early
skepticism around Las Vegas professional sports and the poor interest and turnout during the first
half of the season. When the team went on a winning streak, “everyone realized the sport was
here to stay; that baseball…contributes something to a community, entertainment for the fans, a
pastime for the children.”85
The 1947 Sunset League season proved historic in numerous ways. In May, one month
after Jackie Robinson integrated Major League Baseball, Nate Moreland debuted for the El
Centro Imperials. Moreland integrated California baseball as the first Black professional
player.86 The pitcher previously played in Las Vegas, making the Imperial’s fist road trip to the
city familiar. In 1946, Moreland pitched for the Los Angeles White Sox at CCC Field. In one
year, California’s first Black professional baseball player moved from a field one mile outside
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the city’s center to a downtown stadium. Although an unfamiliar playing surface, City Park had
lights, so Moreland played unworried of the game ending if Smoke Demaree miraculously
emerged from the opposing dugout at dusk.
While Las Vegas outdoor recreation was spurred by federal intervention and established
activities, including Helldorado and minor league baseball, boosters promotes its success as a
local endeavor. This self-promotion was perpetuated by the frontier myth and engrained through
social control. As the city grew, and its need for further recreation, the Elks utilized these
established techniques to further prestige and building plans.
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Chapter 3: Cashman Field’s Minor League Highs and Major League Lows
On August 21st, 1958, 230 Las Vegas sports fans were scattered throughout the cement
bleachers in Cashman Field, the city’s first sports stadium. Las Vegas’s first professional sports
team, the California League minor league baseball Wranglers, squandered a 4-0 lead to the
Fresno Giants. The Wranglers allowed 16 hits and 19 walks. The floundering team lost 26-5. In
their game recap, Las Vegas Review-Journal sportswriters published a confused and bizarre
excerpt that epitomized the season: “That 26-5 thing last night - fairyland, man. Like I mean,
fairyland.”1 Sports Editor John Romero reserved harsher criticism for a September 1st doubleheader, Las Vegas professional baseball’s final game at Cashman Field for 25 years. Two
hundred fans “took shelter” at Cashman, and the ordinary crowd watched the teams split
ordinary games, but “ordinary evenings at the gate do not support minor league baseball.” 2
Romero questioned Las Vegas professional sport’s future, as the season ended “in almost
complete privacy. Most fans acted like their favorite horse had broken his leg and been quietly
and efficiently put to sleep.”3
The Elks promoted and developed Las Vegas outdoor recreation. As active participants,
the community played an important role: supporting city boosters. In Chapter 3, Las Vegas’s
professional sports era reveals the uncertainty of booster owned and operated stadium. From
1948 to 1970, the city hosted numerous professional major and minor league sporting events, and
at its center, Cashman Field. Claimed as a community stadium, Cashman Field proved Las
Vegas’s progress and modernity, but the Elks unconditionally controlled its space. The stadium’s
conception, planning, building, and operation show that without public oversight, stadiums and
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their communities are at the mercy of elite’s interests. As the Elks ultimate interest, Helldorado
restricted community recreation. Neglected and ignored for most of the year, Cashman Field
hosted few successful sporting spectacles. When disinterested, the stadium operator’s
complacency prevented sustainability. Over Cashman Field’s first two decades, Las Vegas’s
sporting community underwent sporadic highs and lows.
After successful post-war Helldorado weekends and enticing sports played in City Park,
Jim Cashman revised his pre-war construction plans and planned a permanent stadium for
rodeos, Helldorado adjacent events, and larger community gatherings. 4 Cashman spoke with his
close friend, Union Pacific President George F. Ashby, and secured more than 50 acres of
railroad land on Fifth Street, approximately one-half mile north of the existing Helldorado
Village and the City Park rodeo grounds. In October 1947, construction crews broke ground on
“one of the finest all-purpose stadiums of any smaller community in the southwest.” 5
Architect, and Elk, Richard Stadlemann donated his services and drew plans for a
finished bowl buttressed against a natural bench with 7,000-person capacity cement bleachers
under a covered grandstand that followed the bowl’s southwestern curve. 6 Field level was large
open space, leveled to accommodate baseball, rodeo, football, concerts, and a quarter mile
racetrack. The Elks built permanent livestock stables west of the field and paddocks east, past the
right field fence when configured for baseball. On January 4th, 1948, the Wranglers officially
announced that Cashman Field was their home stadium. The team moved fencing, 20 of City
Park’s 40 lights, and groundskeeping equipment to the new location. The Elks dedicated to finish
the stadium for the mid-May Helldorado, so the Wranglers agreed to road games until the Elks
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finished, the turf recovered from livestock trampling, and field crews transitioned the surface
from a rodeo ground to a baseball diamond. 7
Las Vegas Review-Journal editor Cahlan justified his post-1946 claims that the Elks
saved Helldorado money for a larger project, “along the lines of the program which was outlined
prior to the war.”8As Elks chapters adapted to societal progression, many shifted funds from
lodge bars to civic engagement, but to the newspaper editor, the Elks were beyond assessment, as
community critics “will be completely silenced and [Helldorado will develop] into something of
which the entire nation can be proud.” 9 Again expressing annoyance with the community, the
Elks’ suffered “heartbreaks which the ordinary individual cannot even estimate…These people
are contributing their time, their money, and their efforts…and they are entitled to the full
support of the general public.”10 Cahlan resented booster focused criticism, as the benevolent
Elks alone provided for the betterment of the community. In December, Jim Cashman boasted,
“The Elks lodge is 100 per cent a charitable organization, and no person will gain personally
from this project. It is for all the community.” 11
In January 1948, excavation crews worked five donated Caterpillar tractors on two, eighthour shifts. By mid-January, crews moved more than 200,000 cubic yards of dirt to form the
130-foot deep and 325-foot-long spectator bowl that contained home and visitor locker rooms,
rest rooms, and concessions. Although multipurpose, the stadium’s primary role was Helldorado.
An open field far down the first base line remained clear so the stadium could accommodate
horse races, track meets, and concerts. Stadlemann planned a 5,000-space parking lot on the
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plateau on top of the finished bowl. Jim Cashman praised his fellow Elks who volunteered their
labor and loaned tools and equipment for the project. The Elks, alone, were ill-equipped to finish
the project, and problems arose. The volunteer labor force struck a drainage ditch as they
frantically excavated, causing delays until a plumbing contractor loaned the required equipment
to stop the leak. The volunteer labor cut construction costs by three quarters to an estimated
$75,000.12
The LVRJ anticipated Cashman Field would be one of the most picturesque stadiums in
the country, certainly in the Southwest, but it meant more than a sports facility to the community.
During construction, the newspaper already considered the stadium a “vast civic improvement
which is beautifying the whole north section of the city, erasing a jungle town and the old city
dump…sending up real estate values.” The finished structure would “add to the color, the life,
the desirability of living in Las Vegas…In time, the whole area will be landscaped, and today’s
citizen and tomorrow’s will be proud to take relatives and friends to the site to show them how
beautiful nature can be and how man can so intelligently improve upon it to make the world a
thing of beauty.”13
By February 6th, the Elks doubted the stadium’s completion by Helldorado. Assisted by a
lexicon of community “co-operation” in the Las Vegas Review-Journal, the Elks made a full
press for increased volunteer labor.14 Las Vegas’s history of cooperation, the newspaper
reminded its readers, “brought this community from a small village to a place in the sun and has
made many of its citizens wealthy men.” 15 The local community would benefit from the Elks’
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stadium project, as it would provide entertainment to the “public at large.” Its sporting potential
was unquestionable, as the Wranglers baseball club, “which already has brought Las Vegas its
share of the spotlight in the sports world,” would have a stadium to match their early
accomplishments. The Elks stressed construction as, then, a community project, but the
community had not done its part. The LVRJ’s rhetoric shifted: “as the Helldorado now has grown
into a community affair and, because the stadium will be used for every possible purpose by
residents of the area, that there should be sufficient civic pride to ensure the completion of the
project.”16 Regardless of who dreamt, proposed, or planned the stadium, the community needed
to finish the Elks’ project. Like the Kangaroo Kops, booster calls for stadium building was a
form of social control.
The call for action worked, as more than one hundred Las Vegans spent the following
Sunday at the construction site, moving sand and gunite.17 On February 21st, Union Pacific
Railroad officials joined 150 community volunteers. Unclear if their labor force could complete
the stadium for Helldorado, the Elks and railroad officials praised the volunteers. The LVRJ
pleaded for mid-week workers and reminded, “Construction is not exclusively an Elks’ project,
but is a part of the entire community.”18 The Sunday volunteer push continued, and on March
18th, less than two months before Helldorado, “an emergency call for help was issued…by the
Elks lodge, frantically seeking to complete” the stadium in time. The call went out to
“youngsters with rakes…to clean the ground for lawn seeding.” 19 The effort succeeded, as more
than 300 volunteers labored that Sunday on the almost complete concrete bowl, upgraded to
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9,000 seats, the parking lot, downgraded to 3,000 spaces, and the baseball outfield fence,
transferred from Wrangler Field.20
Through Las Vegas’s evolution, progress was essential for continued growth. The LVRJ
argued the July 1945 Bikini Atoll atomic bomb test exemplified progress and signaled that the
nation, as a community, pushed toward modernity and supremacy. The Bikini Atoll test created
metaphoric waves of progress that “echo and roll along until they break at last at the shore of
humanity.”21 Citizens must embrace and promote modernity. The Elks’ Stadium exemplified
progress, but only if the citizenry embraced it and participated.
Persons of all stations, of all walks, of all rank, are uniting in a common effort for the
common good…They’re lending their faith and exhibiting their belief in the future.
They’re demonstrating that unified effort will result not only in personal gratification of
having had a material or physical hand in the erection of so tremendous a project, but that
by common effort, the realization may be affected of even the most gigantic
undertaking.22
The LVRJ claimed it foolish to believe the Elks had full authority of the stadium, but as a “nonprofit enterprise of a charitable organization, it enables even the smallest organization or group
to take advantage of facilities offered by the stadium which, if it had not been built by the Elks
with cooperation of the community, might never be.” 23
In May, crews completed Elks Stadium before Helldorado. The Elks estimated that
volunteer materials, equipment, and labor saved more than 80 percent of the stadium’s $500,000
value.24 On May 12th, the day before Helldorado, the Union Pacific Railroad transferred the land
deed for “that part and parcel of ground on which is situated what is commonly known as
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‘CASHMAN’S STADIUM’” to the Elks, compensated with ten dollars. 25 Ashby decided to
name the Elks stadium Cashman Field, and the next morning’s LVRJ praised his choice.26 The
newspaper announced, “[Cashman] has been one of the city’s best boosters and he has devoted a
major portion of his efforts toward building his home town.” 27 Cashman was a “progressive
citizen” who built Helldorado “and all it means.” 28 The Helldorado Village was the community’s
first cooperative achievement, but Big Jim’s role in stadium building proved that Cashman Field
was “as much a tribute to him as it is a monument to the co-operation of the citizenry of the Las
Vegas area.”29
In early aerial photographs of Cashman Field, the stadium is flanked to the west by a
freshly paved Fifth Street.30 Facing southwest, seen in figure 2, we see the street made Cashman
Field easily accessible to Downtown and Las Vegans who lived south of the stadium. 31
Photographs facing northwest tell a different story.32 In figure 3, West Las Vegas is visible, but
there are no roads connecting the neighborhood to Fifth Street or Cashman Field. The only way
to travel east to west was on unmanaged dirt paths that crossed the railroad tracks with no
crossing. Despite the lack of equal access in the segregated city, West Las Vegas’s African
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American community participated in Helldorado and used Cashman Field as a site of social
interaction.
Sisters Jerushia McDonald Hylton and Suziliene McDonald grew up in West Las Vegas
and were entertainers as children. Helldorado was “a time…the Black community…could shine,
where people could actually see our talent.”33 The McDonald sisters looked forward to
Helldorado because there were few recreational opportunities for children in Las Vegas’s
African American community: “It was like cowboys, Indians, and us…So there was a lot of
anticipation and excitement” for the circus and carnival in Cashman Field. 34 As an annual
integrated event, Helldorado “was the only time that every race, creed or color will come to one
place for a common goal and that was for your children to enjoy and celebrate.” 35 The
McDonalds helped make uniforms and build floats. “There was a pride in it…it was a time for us
as the Westside to really show Vegas who we are…we are a powerful people, a community of
people that come together when it’s time and really to honor Vegas, even though Vegas wasn’t
honoring us.”36
West Las Vegas school teacher Barbara Bates Kirkland remembered Helldorado as a site
of integration and African American community pride. As a child, Kirkland dressed in pioneer
clothes, marched in the parades, and attended the Helldorado Village carnival at Cashman Field.
When she became a teacher in the 1950s, Kirkland remembered Helldorado’s events resembled
the ones she attended as a child, and she spent many hours making costumes for her elementary
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school students. Although Las Vegas was segregated, “it was a gentlemen’s agreement kind of
segregation.”37 Helldorado offered, for some, a limited integrated weekend.
Chet Carrigan, born in 1912, recalled there was a small “Black town,” West Las Vegas,
and assured there was “no race violence whatsoever. Never heard of such a thing there back in
them days. Everybody knew their place and they “stayed in their place,” and that’s the way they
went.”38 White Las Vegans denied claims of racism, but as long African Americans stayed in
“their place,” there was no “racial violence.” These statements suggest Helldorado annually
integrated Las Vegas for one weekend, but that means its locations, Fremont Street, Fifth Street,
City Park, Helldorado Village, and Cashman Field, remained segregated throughout the year. Las
Vegas’s African American community was systematically prevented from access to recreation
and sporting events, including the new prized Wranglers franchise.
On May 20, 1948, Cashman Field hosted its first baseball game. Sunset League President
Les Powers attended the opening ceremony, which included all the “regular pomp and splendor
that usually accompanies a major league opener.” 39 Las Vegas Mayor Ernie Cragin tossed the
first pitch, with City Manager J. M. Murphy the ceremonial catcher and the Elks’ exalted ruler
Oscar Bryant in the batter's box.
In the days leading up to the opener, local sports commentators showed confidence the
team would break the league’s attendance record for the first game in a new stadium of just more
than 2,000. The club announced a 1,515 paid attendance, with 300 free tickets allocated for the
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Knothole Gang. The 1947 opener in City Park drew more. 40 The Wranglers played a double
header the next day, with 1,002 watching the afternoon game, dropping to 802 for the nightcap. 41
In high school during the Wranglers' first two seasons, Roberta “Bobbie” Kane fondly
remembered community’s access to the players. Bobbie and her friends frequented Cashman
Field, but not for the game. A teenager growing up in small-town Las Vegas, Bobbie recalled
“all of a sudden there were ballplayers, eighteen-year-old eager beavers, full of pizzazz.” 42 Also
thrust into a small southwestern town, players adjusted and accepted community assistance.
Kane remembered, “The boys had nowhere else to go, so they hung around our families. Our
fathers were just going crazy. They took us to some of the home games, some of the away games
at Anaheim, Calexico, Mexicali. I will never forget driving in a car with my dad and some of the
men and they all smoked cigars all the way there. I think it was Oscar Bryan and Bill Peccole,
just the fellows who owned the club and I'm not positive it was them in the car, but men like that
who were very, very prominent.” Las Vegas’ politically and socially connected families, those
with disposable incomes and leisure time, fully embraced the Wranglers and spent significant
time around the team, further advancing their public prestige.
Although optimistic about local baseball support, LVRJ sportswriter Heckethorn
questioned the local sports community’s ability to facilitate intra-city sports or events. Early in
the 1948 season, a scheduling conflict between baseball and boxing underscored Heckethorn’s
concern.
One month after the Wranglers’ first game, local sports promoter and American Legion
post president Dick Russell announced an 8,000 capacity “Sportsdrome” behind the Hotel Last
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Frontier. Set for midget auto, small care cars, and motorcycle racing, the outdoor facility’s onefifth mile dirt track had a turf infield for soccer, horse and dog shows, wrestling, and boxing.
While Russell immediately scheduled midget racing, he anticipated boxing’s appeal to Las
Vegas. Although promoters attempted multiple Las Vegas fights in the 1940s, the town lacked a
venue with a large enough seating capacity. Nevada sanctioned fights longer than 15 rounds, and
Russell knew, “This will enable me to bring world’s championship bouts here.” 43
The Hotel Last Frontier’s Sportsdrome opened on Sunday, August 31st by hosting eight
United Racing Association midget car races in front of more than 5,000 spectators. United
Racing Association President Roy Morrison praised the Vegas crowd and confirmed the new
Sportsdrome as one of the major stops on the midget circuit. 44 During the auto races, the
Wranglers played a road double header against the Ontario Orioles. The Wranglers won the first
game convincingly but lost the second, as movie star Cameron Mitchell, on a promotional stint
with the team, allowed 11 runs in two-thirds of an inning. 45
Pleased with Las Vegas’s impressive 1947 year in sports, C. A. Heckethorn announced,
“Nevada sports blossomed into a new era of prosperity during the past 12 months,” and he
lauded, “the greatest of all accomplishments in 1947 was the advent of professional sports in
Clark County.”46 The Wranglers led the charge, “firmly establishing themselves” in the Las
Vegas community, culminated by their record 271 home runs and mid-season 1,803 attendance
peak. Hotel Last Frontier’s Sportsdrome led next, with its 5,000-person crowd opening midget
car race and Pacific Coast Professional Football League “Silver Bowl” game between the Los
Angeles Bulldogs and San Francisco Clippers. Heckethorn gave homage to the year's rodeos,
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further promoting the frontier myth, that the city could compete with any section of the country
“when it come[s] to promoting ‘Wild West’ shows.” 47 But for the sportswriter, boxing, one of
Las Vegas’s most popular sports in the old days, was noticeably absent. 48
In the new year, Dick Russell’s Hotel Last Frontier Sportsdrome improved its racetrack
and created infrastructure to host boxing matches. An adept promoter, Russell meticulously built
for boxing. He constructed a small gymnasium just east of the racetrack and filled it with $500 of
boxing equipment, allowing local amateurs training space. 49 In early March, Russell scheduled a
Golden Gloves tournament for April 26th to the 28th. In the month and a half build-up, amateurs
from Nevada, California, Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico trained and qualified for spots in the
regional tournament. The successful tournament opened the door for higher profile fights. 50
Russell scheduled Las Vegas’s first professional boxing match in a decade for Monday
May 31st, 1948. The city hosted low-profile fights through the 1920s and 1930s, with
disappointing events and small crowds. In 1936, Ernie Duarte KO’d Domingo Lopez, and Lopez
died seventeen days later.51 To rebuild the sport’s image and local momentum, Russell booked
Los Angeles’s Irish Jackie McCoy to headline the six-fight card. McCoy was a local favorite and
previously won two fights in Las Vegas. The event attracted out-of-state fans, especially from
Los Angeles. General admission was $1.00, and ringside seats went for $3.00. The boxing
announcement took top billing on the LVRJ sports page, but four Wranglers’ developments
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surrounded the article, from roster acquisitions and public appearances, to details on upcoming
series.52 Boxing put up a fight, but for the community, the Wranglers still held the belt.
Days before Dick Russell’s anticipated event at the Sportsdrome, Sunset League officials
moved a regularly scheduled Wranglers baseball game against the Anaheim Valencias from
August 17th to May 31st at 8:15pm. League president Leslie Powers shifted the game to
accommodate an exhibition against the House of David religious community’s traveling baseball
club.53 Cashman Field’s expedited first pitch was scheduled at the start time of the boxing match.
Dick Russell enjoyed baseball, respected Wranglers’ president Newell Kimball, and personally
liked the ball players. Although fights were traditionally scheduled for Wednesdays, he
scheduled his match for Monday night to avoid conflict with the Sunset League schedule. After
May 31st, C. A. Heckethorn took three days to properly contextualize and express his
displeasure. The reschedule was “an open declaration of war on Manager Russell,” and it “fired
both barrels at the local sports crowd.”54
Following the sporting gains of 1947, Heckethorn considered the rescheduled baseball
game a slap in the face to respected promoter Dick Russell, and, most importantly, the local
community. Scheduling conflicts spread local fan attendance to the multiple venues. Cashman
Field’s consistent 600 to 800 attendance impressed Heckethorn, but with other events scheduled
on the same night, “the Wranglers might draw some two or three or even four hundred fans, but
in the long run that can’t support a ‘C’ class baseball team.” 55 On May 31st, 1,237 fans attended
the Sportdrome’s boxing match and approximately 375 watched the Wranglers at Cashman
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Field. Although it was a respectable audience for the first decent match in years, Heckethorn
warned readers boxing would suffer the same fate as baseball, and “the grade of fighters
performing here will be second-raters and washed up has-beens who are on the return trip and
frightened by the growing apparition of an old rockin’ chair.” 56 The writer derided inter-city
sports competition. He understood the importance of focused promotion and cooperation, both of
which plagued Cashman Field in the following decades. 57
In the 1948 baseball season, the Wranglers overcame the early scheduling mistake, and
Las Vegans soon proved a ruthless devotion and vicious passion for their team. On Saturday,
June 26th, in front of 659 home fans, the Reno Silver Sox snapped the third place Wranglers'
seven-game streak by forfeit. Reno was up 3-2 in the bottom of the 8th inning when Wrangler
Bud Dawson beat out a ground ball to Sox shortstop Manny Serrano, whose high throw took first
baseman Don Collins off the bag. Base umpire Ray Cady called Dawson safe, but Collins tagged
Dawson as he returned to first. Reno’s player-manager Tommy Lloyd immediately appealed that
Dawson broke for second and left the base path. Cady sided with Reno and called Dawson out,
“and the verdict handed down by the man in black caused the biggest baseball controversy in Las
Vegas since pro ball was inaugurated.”58 Enraged, Dawson berated Cady until the umpire ejected
the player, causing Wrangler player-manager Kenny Myers to defend his man against the umpire
until Cady ejected him as well. The fans inserted their displeasure by throwing seat cushions on
the field. Cady ended the game with a 9-0 forfeit.59
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A large portion of the fans, “more for curiosity than anything else,” followed the two
teams and the umpire crew to the dressing room. The crowd argued the forfeit’s merit with
Wranglers’ player-manager Kenny Myers, Business Manager Newt Kimball, and Club President
Burt King until police arrived and, using riot control tactics, tossed a tear bomb into the crowd.
Undeterred, the fans remained until the umpires received a police escort away from Cashman
Field. Sunset League President Les Powers congratulated the police “on an excellent job.” 60 The
next day, the Wranglers lost both games of a double-header to the Sox in front of an increased
crowd of 829, “a good many were lured into the stands because of the reports on the Saturday
night debacle,” which probably contributed to Cady losing his job after further on-filed disputes
with other California League teams.61
Before the 1949 season, the Elks upgraded Cashman Field. They applied sand and
fertilizer to the dusty parking lot that pestered fans in the desert wind and installed a sprinkler
system for the newly seeded and manicured grass that covered both the infield and outfield. 62
Helldorado’s Kangaroo Kourt promotional pins funded the improvements. 63
However, Cashman Field deteriorated less than three weeks after opening day.
Helldorado events trampled field improvements, and the unkempt grass and hole-riddled outfield
“[took] on the appearance of a typical Las Vegas sandlot diamond.” 64 Heckethorn avoided
blaming one of the three stadium operators, the Wranglers, Elks, or Helldorado Corporation, but
he urged action on the stadium that “represents a big investment of time and material, is an asset
to the community and certainly deserves better maintenance than it is receiving…we don’t know
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who is responsible for the poor job…but whoever it is should give a good ball park the care it
deserves.”65 Unless in an active Helldorado weekend, Cashman Field’s operators neglected the
stadium.
By August 1949, the Elks had difficulty financially maintaining Cashman Field. The club
reported $17,00 in stadium related debt and revealed “there never had been a nickel of profit.” 66
On county tax rolls, the $37,500-valued stadium created a tax burden. City Commissioner Clem
Malone declared $9,000 of stadium construction costs came from taxpayers. The Elks wanted the
evaluation price lowered to relieve their own tax burden but doing so devalued the county’s
investment. Instead, Malone recommended the Elks transfer the stadium to the city and accept a
99-year lease. Although built with community labor and claims the stadium was for all forms of
community events, the Elks refused to relinquish full operational control of Cashman Field. 67
Newt Kimball, the Wranglers' first player-manager, remained in Las Vegas after his
tenure. In 1951, the Wranglers approached him about the open managerial position, and he
agreed. During a lackluster 1951 Southwest International League season, Cashman Field had
consistent but underwhelming attendance, and the team teetered around .500. Engagement
waned, but the boosters tried to keep the Wranglers, and professional baseball, relevant. In June,
the Las Vegas Rotary Club screened “Baseball Highlights of 1950” to spur its members to spread
midseason support for the Wranglers and the “fine baseball being played at Cashman Field.” 68
The club ended the season in the middle of the Southwest International League standings.
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1951 was Newt Kimball’s final year in professional baseball. The ballplayer had an
affinity for his adopted city, and Las Vegans respected and admired him for bringing
professional baseball and investing in the city’s sporting community. Kimball stayed in Las
Vegas and worked as an insurance salesperson. He remained part of the local sporting
community for the rest of his life, and in 1963 the former Wrangler player-manager and World
Series champion received an award from the city Recreation Department “for outstanding service
to his community toward youth activities.”69
After a $3,000 net loss in 1951, Wranglers’ executives looked to the community to keep
the team operational. At a February meeting, Las Vegans raised $2,000, including $500 from Jim
Cashman alone.70 Las Vegas Review-Journal sports reporter Grady Pannell described the
meeting as a return to the city’s “pioneering spirit,” and the donors who “plunk[ed] down a
hundred or more smackers” were the reason baseball would “probably never die in Las Vegas.” 71
After Cashman’s impressive donation, “there was money flying all over the outfield” 72
Ultimately, Pannell placed the team’s fate with the fans. He criticized casual sport goers who
only participated, and spent money, at the yearly Helldorado because the Wranglers needed full
community support to survive.
In early April, the Wranglers initiated an all-out season ticket drive and announced the 70
home games in Cashman Field’s refurbished box seats were only $60. The club scheduled topclass game day promotions, including a May 25th appearance by the Clown Prince of Baseball,
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Max Patkin.73 The Sunday double-header was one of three Ladies Night, when women received
free admission and concessions.74
On April 22, the Wranglers’ annual “meet the team” opening day luncheon occurred at
the Hotel Last Frontier, but the team downgraded its pre-game parade down Fremont Street and
up Fifth Street to Cashman Field to “junior-size.” The club and its supporters deferred the
celebration to a morning atomic test at the Nevada Test Site, 65 miles north of Las Vegas in
Yucca Flat.75 It was the first nationally televised atomic test.76 Although the Wranglers competed
with new forms of entertainment, opening day drew 1,500 fans. The televised atomic test
signaled a shift in American popular culture from cowboys and Indians to technology and space
that had historic implications for both Helldorado’s and minor league baseball’s local future.
During the offseason, the Las Vegas Review-Journal’s Myron Leavitt attempted to keep
the community optimistic about the Wranglers’ future. In December, the 1953 season was
“practically assured.”77 In February the chance was “better than even.” 78 Ultimately, on February
24, 1953, the front page of the LVRJ featured an obituary for professional baseball in Las Vegas.
The “lingering illness” that killed the sport’s six-year local run was the lack of competition. The
floundering Southwest International League dwindled to four teams - Las Vegas, Yuma, Tijuana,
and Enseñnada - and dissolved.79 From 1953 to 1957, semi-pro baseball and municipal recreation
leagues, both baseball and softball, played at Cashman Field. The semi-pro teams were
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unprofitable, and in the 1960s, the local leagues moved back to City Park’s location, renamed
Squire’s Park in 1954, and Municipal Park in North Las Vegas. 80
In the 1950s, hundreds of cities across the country lost their baseball teams to major
league shifts and expansion and the rapid emergence of television. Although without a
professional baseball team, and with an ignored stadium, the Elks found motivation and
investment with the right opportunity for promotion and advanced prestige. Interactions with
major league franchises, and their officials, reinvigorated Las Vegas boosters’ investment in
local sports and Cashman Field.
Major League Baseball’s Cleveland Indians and New York Giants operated their Spring
Training in Arizona, and Cashman contacted the New York Giants’ Director of Public Relations,
Garry Schumacher, about playing a preseason exhibition game in Las Vegas. The Elks sponsored
the event and raised $1,750 for both teams’ travel expenses from their Arizona facilities.
Cashman and Schumacher planned logistics and facilitated communication between the teams
and the Elks.81 In February 1954, after he visited Las Vegas, Schumacher finalized travel plans
and sent Cashman scorecards and promotional materials to distribute in the community. 82 On
March 19, 1954, Cashman Field hosted Las Vegas’s first major league sporting event. Nine
thousand spectators watched future Hall of Fame players Willie Mays, Bob Feller, Monte Irvin,
and Early Wynn as Cleveland beat New York 2-1. 83 Speaking to the media after the game,
80
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Schumacher praised Big Jim and the Elks.84 In a March 22nd correspondence, Schumacher
further praised Cashman: “Having been in on the ground floor, so to speak, I more than anyone
else can appreciate what a tremendous job was involved, and how well it was done. You can be
proud of it.”85 Schumacher gaged interest in Las Vegas hosting a game the next year. In August,
the two confirmed a 1955 game. Cashman Field passed its first major league test.
Some players regarded the day as the quintessential American experience. Figure 5
shows a 1950s major league exhibition game in Cashman Field. In his postgame interview,
Giants team captain Al Dark told reporters that playing in Las Vegas made him “feel you're a
symbol of America itself.”86 Humbled by the warm welcome and appreciation the city showed
the ballplayers, Dark said the reception, “makes you glad you’re an American and glad you’re
playing baseball. Gives you an idea there’s a lot more to it than just a game - that you’re part of a
historic institution.”87 Dark’s inclusive narrative did not reflect Las Vegas’s reality.
After the stadium cleared, a casino resort invited all involved with the traveling Giants to
its property. New York Herald Tribune sportswriter Roger Kahn covered Spring Training and
accompanied the team.88 The scattered entourage watched singer Robert Merrill and played
various casino games. Kahn and Willie Mays stood in a crowd behind a dice game until a large,
armed casino employee told Kahn to move Mays away from the white guests. The bouncer
admitted he knew Mays’ celebrity status, and that Mays had recently completed military service,
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but Mays could not mix with white gamblers on the casino floor. While about ten thousand
baseball fans welcomed Mays at Cashman Field, and his white teammates found the experience
the epitome of Americana, Las Vegas resorts segregated the African American military veteran.
Kahn only wrote about it fifteen years later, and the incident was absent from the LVRJ’s
coverage. Las Vegas Civil Rights leader Dr. James B. McMillan, Las Vegas NAACP chapter
president in the 1960s, and members of the African American community believed the
newspaper’s editor, John Cahlan, “went so far as to deliberately cover news about Blacks in a
negative way.”89 At the height of Las Vegas boosters’ tourism promotion, Calhan admitted he
deliberately omitted news pieces that portrayed the city negatively (see Chapter 2). In 1953, one
year before Willie Mays was kicked out of a Las Vegas resort, State Assemblyperson George
Rudiak introduced a civil rights bill “concerning the rights of citizens in places of
accommodation or amusement,” but the assembly indefinitely postponed the bill. 90 Dr. McMillan
called 1950s Las Vegas “rigidly segregated,” as African Americans were barred from restaurants
and public spaces.91
Before the 1956 New York - Cleveland exhibition game, Las Vegas Mayor C. D. Baker
made an official proclamation that praised the Elks.
“WHEREAS, baseball is America’s “National Pastime”; and WHEREAS, the Elks Lodge
of the City of Las Vegas is sponsoring the baseball game between the Cleveland Indians
and the New York Giants on Friday, March 16, 1956; NOW, THEREFORE, I, C. D.
Baker, Mayor of the City of Las Vegas do hereby proclaim Friday, March 16, 1956 as
BASEBALL DAY IN THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS and urge all citizens to support this
program by attending this game. (Seal) IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
my hand and caused to be affixed the seal of the City of Las Vegas this 13the day of
March, 1956. C. D. BAKER, Mayor.”92
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Community pride and progressive optimism stemmed from Major league sporting events, and
large, official mayoral proclamations featured in large print in local newspapers, a source of easy
political points for city mayors. Las Vegas mayors signed “Baseball Day in Las Vegas”
proclamations annually for Major League Baseball exhibitions.
In April 1955, the Pacific Coast League’s San Francisco Seals and Oakland Oaks played
a charity game at Cashman Field to support the city’s Municipal Baseball League. Las Vegas Sun
publisher Hank Greenspun took his children to the Sunday game, but attendance disappointed.
Greenspun speculated the previous day’s poor weather contributed to the poor turnout, but he
conceded, “I surely thought all the sporting elite of Las Vegas would turn out.” Still, Greenspun
expressed optimism for the future: “There must be some way of whipping up some
enthusiasm…we owe it to our youngsters.” 93 The publisher pressed readers, as baseball games
both provided family entertainment and helped fund youth leagues. For Greenspun, Las Vegas
needed professional to remain relevant because children were “being denied the opportunities
afforded to boys in other cities.”94 Youth sports, specifically for boys, promoted American
progress and modernity.95 Baseball was essential for the city’s growth, but Greenspun speculated
about whether Las Vegas could still support a permanent professional baseball team. There were
other viable sporting potentials for Cashman Field to promote the city’s modernity.
Cashman Field’s Prizefight
In the 1920s, New York City was boxing’s capital, and the city’s eclectic training gyms,
radio broadcast centers, and underworld, including illegal gambling, created a boxing
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subculture.96 Big Apple boxing grew for three decades, but widespread corruption and organized
crime’s crackdown, accentuated by the 1950 U.S. Senate Kefauver hearings nationwide
television broadcast, opened an opportunity for western cities to take the Boxing Capital title. 97
San Francisco contended for the crown. At the turn of the twentieth century, the port city
and emerging cosmopolitan center provided boxing a home, but Progressive Era political and
social reforms shunned the sport for its violence and number of Blacks engaged in it. 98 Despite
early setbacks, as boxing’s popularity and legality grew by decade, San Francisco emerged as
New York’s West Coast, minor equivalent. After World War II, California’s Bay Area made a
concerted effort at big league city status, and in the early 1950s, San Francisco openly courted
Major League Baseball franchises. 99 For Las Vegas to compete with larger coastal cities, it
needed big, successful fights.
Nevada state boxing commissioner Cliff Leonard and veteran promoter Jack Kearns
scheduled a May 2, 1955 heavyweight fight at Cashman Field. Leonard believed the winner of
the bout between Archie Moore and Nino Valdes should face division champion Rocky
Marciano, who defeated English boxer Don Cockell, a 10-1 underdog, in San Francisco. Leonard
and Kearns believed they scheduled a more competitive and affordable bout that justified a large
audience.100 By scheduling the fight on a Monday evening, promoters targeted Las Vegas’s
wider recreation landscape, including an overlap of golf fans in town for a weekend
championship and tourists and military personnel arriving for an atomic test later in the week. 101
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Kearns saw the heavyweight matchup as “Las Vegas’s first, last, and only chance to
become the sports capital of the world.” 102 To further interest, he hired former underdog
heavyweight champion James J. Braddock as the in-ring referee and the fight’s only judge.
Ringside seats sold for $30, ten less than Marciano’s San Francisco match, and seats in
Cashman’s bowl sold for $5. The promoter predicted 14,000 spectators. 103
One week before the May 2nd heavyweight bout, Cashman Field hosted an Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU) Golden Gloves tournament. The three-night elimination tournament
featured the Marine Corps team from Camp Pendleton, airmen from Nellis Air Force Base, and
local fighters from boxing gyms in Reno and Las Vegas. All three nights proved bitterly cold as
the open-air stadium failed to block strong, spring winds. Still, the crowds grew each night. 104
With its proximity to Reno, Arizona, and military bases in Nevada and California, Las
Vegas had amateur hub potential. From the 1930s to the 1960s, Golden Gloves tournaments had
nationwide popularity.105 Fans watched dozens of fights per night for one low price. Golden
Gloves tournaments featured local youth and made compelling stories for local newspapers. 106
The final, championship evening had many fans “whooping it up from their seats,” the
LVRJ reported, as they focused “attentive glances from the workmanlike performances - all were
honest efforts to please the fans, which they did.” 107 The heavily favored Marines and Reno gym
won team honors, but three Las Vegas amateurs competed for titles, including two against each
other. Las Vegas High School student Deanie Crisp earned the “Outstanding Champion Award”
for defeating one of the Marines’ best fighters in one of the tournament’s most exiting matches.
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Cashman Field hosted successfully, and, more importantly, Las Vegas’s sporting community
proved its merit by producing grassroots amateur champions.
Jack Kearns expected his heavyweight fight to draw well and anticipated more than
$125,000 in advanced ticket sales. When Kearns brought the fight to the city, city officials and
business interests guaranteed $100,000 for promotion expenses and fighter pay. Strip casinos and
businesspeople took responsibility for the dividend if the fight brought less. To publicize the
fight, the fighters stayed, trained, and held press events at different casinos. A national news
story predicted a poor fight, which made local politicians, casinos, and business interests
apprehensive about fronting the money. 108 Kearns threatened to move the fight if Las Vegas did
not honor the agreement, so casinos assured the money and agreed to post advertisements and
push ticket sales to guests.
Las Vegas business interests had no choice, as Kearns backed the city into a corner. In
1952, Kearns scheduled a Joey Maxim v. Archie Moore fight for Las Vegas. However, the city
did not raise the necessary funds to host the event, so he moved it to St. Louis, Missouri. 109
Kearns ensured he received his money. After the bad press, promoters would not schedule Las
Vegas prize fights if they canceled their first big bout during fight week. By Thursday, April
28th, only $67,000 advanced tickets had sold, half of Kearns' prediction. 110 Through the week,
Kearns pressed the fight by constantly promoting his winner as Marciano’s unequivocal title
challenger.
The fight flopped and ultimately sold only 6,000 tickets, a $102,316 gate. The LVRJ
reported Moore’s contract guaranteed the fighter $50,000. Because fighter pay was so high,
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Kearns probably over promoted the fight’s importance and popularity to get his $100,000
guarantee. Three days after the fight, he was still collecting money from the casinos, the
newspaper reported, “who promised to back the venture - monetarily.” 111 Cashman Field’s first
prize fight, which Kearns described as Las Vegas’ only chance to become a sporting capital,
failed financially. Worse, the fight underwhelmed fans.
Moore defeated Valdez by a 15-round decision, and neither fighter emerged as a threat to
Marciano’s belt. Independent reporters called the match a draw, but referee James Braddock
disagreed. When he raised Moore’s hand, “ringside fans launched a rather timid barrage of
cushions and boos.”112 Las Vegas Review-Journal columnist Bob Holdorf spent time in each
spectator section, in each monetary tier. He reported that fans in the $30, $20, and $10 seats all
called the match the worst they had ever seen, but, for Holdorf, fans 100 rows back in the $5
seats, what he labeled, “the four-letter seats,” suffered the true injustice.
These are the guys that make the fight game. These are the guys that sports writers
overlook completely. These are the guys that make the fight racket what it is today and
last night they took a horrible rooking for their five-dollar entrance fees. Last night at six
o’clock they got to see two pseudo heavyweights tee off at one another. They got the
opportunity to see - for their five dollars - two hulking men stand in a square circle and
swing at the air. They got to see an ex-light heavyweight champion of the world waltz
around the ring and call the blows. They got to see Maxie Rosenbloom, Henry
Armstrong, the Ritz Brothers and Liberace. But, dammit, for the five bucks, they didn’t
get to see a fight!113
The product in Cashman Field left its most important spectators saying that “they could have put
their money on a roulette wheel and walked away and got more for their dough,” and fans who
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traveled from Southern California complained they should have stayed home and watched the
Giants play the Dodgers.114
In 1955, an ill-equipped Cashman Field, with little protection from the elements and
cement bleachers too far from the ring, failed at hosting a 10,000-seat boxing spectacle. The
stadium proved suitable for smaller events, like the successful Golden Gloves tournament, but
Kearns over promoted his bout, and local boxing matches had competition. In 1956, ten million
American households owned a television, and all three nationwide television networks showed
prizefights.115 Like minor league baseball, television saturated boxing’s market.
On September 21st, Archie Moore received his title shot against Rocky Marciano in front
of a sold-out Yankee Stadium. In Marciano’s last fight, the perennial champion knocked Moore
out in the ninth round. Marciano retired undefeated without a single fight in Las Vegas. In 1959,
the Las Vegas Convention Center opened one block east of The Strip, four miles south of
Cashman Field, and hosted Las Vegas’ first title fight in May 1960. 116
Local 1955 Golden Gloves champion Deanie Crisp ultimately had a respectable boxing
career. Seen in figure 4, Archie Moore was the referee for Crisp’s opening round victory. In
1962, Crisp sparred with welterweight champion Emile Griffith, the 1963 and 1964 Ring
Magazine Fighter of the Year, as Griffith prepared for a title defense in Las Vegas. 117 In 1994,
Crisp trained and managed Johnny Avila, and that year, Avila lost on a ninth-round doctor’s
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stoppage after “Golden Boy” Oscar De La Hoya battered his right eye shut. 118 Las Vegas became
the boxing mecca that early organizers envisioned, and some of the locals involved played a role.
Although Cashman Field’s prizefight failed, minor league baseball granted another
opportunity. At a May 1956 meeting in Las Vegas, the San Jose Red Sox Class C Minor League
Baseball team revealed it wanted to move to Las Vegas. Leading stockholder and team president
Chuck Mallory offered the move for a $10,000 investment. Season attendance fell from 100,000
in 1948 to 65,000 in 1955, with 400 considered a busy night. Mallory and some San Jose
newspapers believed the city’s proximity to San Francisco hindered the needed draw to support a
team. The Pacific Coast League’s San Francisco Seals and Sacramento Solons dominated the
local market.119 At the meeting, Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce Managing Director Herb
McDonald argued that exponential population growth since the Wranglers left ensured that the
city would average 1,000 spectators per game, the Wranglers’ final season average, and draw an
impressive 8,500 on opening day. Las Vegas sports officials welcomed an existing franchise
move, as they came to a “consensus opinion that they had had enough headaches trying to run
professional baseball themselves.”120 The meeting happened too close to the season to
accommodate the move.
Las Vegas did not wait for San Jose’s development, and city officials moved forward
with a new minor league baseball team. In January 1957, professional baseball returned to Las
Vegas as it entered the Class C Arizona-Mexico League. 121 Las Vegas Review-Journal sports
editor John Romero celebrated the year-long campaign, which included a considerable personal
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push, but even he showed calculated optimism. Romero understood minor league baseball’s
deteriorating situation in the late 1950s, as entertainment like Disneyland prompted families to
save money for regional travel, but small-town baseball’s immediate threat was television.
Romero described emerging television programs as “The Battle of the Best.” 122 With television,
consumers had the chance to watch the best entertainment, the best shows, the best commercials,
and the best athletes, while sitting at home drinking the best beer. Even the name “Minor League
Baseball” signaled second-rate quality compared to the Major Leagues. For Romero, Las Vegas
professional baseball’s survival hinged on sustained casual attendance. Die-hard fans would
always be in the stands, but casuals must be convinced they saw the best players in the league,
and game day promotions were necessary to spur attendance on “the lousiest TV evenings you
can find.”123
One decade after professional baseball’s inauguration in Las Vegas, Romero offered a
clear rhetorical shift in the sport’s sustained success. The team did not live and die by the local
sporting community. He understood the outside forces that made baseball a difficult sell in a
small town. Romero did not place an onus on Las Vegans like his predecessors and city boosters
did. This time, responsibility laid on the team and its backers, the influential community
members, who pushed for, and sought the most to gain, from the franchise.
Three weeks before opening day, the Wranglers announced they surpassed $9,000 in
season ticket sales. Casino resorts, local business owners, and the Air Force purchased almost
three quarters of Cashman Field’s box seats. Days before the first pitch, fans waited in line
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outside the stadium to purchase general admission seats and scrip books with 12 tickets for
$10.124
On Friday April 26, 1957, professional baseball officially returned to Las Vegas. The Las
Vegas Review-Journal’s front page featured Romero’s season preview and an official team
photo. The sports section’s first page, seen in figure 6, feature large player pictures under a
welcoming headline, “Meet the 1957 Las Vegas Wranglers!” Romero’s remaining article
dominated the page, flanked by his normal Wranglers column, an editorial welcoming the
community after the four-year hiatus, and an announcement that the club approved 500 children
for the team’s Knot Hole Gang. Apart from a brief basketball All-Star Game review, a 20-word
bowling announcement, and small vodka and income tax advertisements, the entire first sports
page featured baseball. A large advertisement with bold lettering and significant empty space sat
at the right third of the bottom half of the page. Its headline simply announced, “Major League
Baseball,” with a photograph of a ballplayer catching a pop fly. On Las Vegas professional
baseball’s biggest night in a decade, on a page dominated by the long-missed Wranglers, the
largest single entry reminded LVRJ readers that the Brooklyn Dodgers played the Pittsburgh
Pirates the following day and could be seen on KLRJ-TV Channel 2. 125 Ten years earlier,
baseball competed with local boxing events, but television brought a new challenge. Nevada’s
lone U.S. Representative Walter S. Baring Jr. threw the first pitch to a bat-wielding Jim
Cashman, who lunged under his signature cowboy hat and grounded the ball down the first base
line. The opening day crowd proved a “rather disappointing” 3,103, far less than the 8,500
predicted during San Jose negotiations a year earlier, but it still led the league. 126
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Major League Baseball loomed over the 1957 Arizona-Mexico season and west coast
baseball in general. Detailed LVRJ articles describing the successes and efforts of the New York
Giants’ move to San Francisco and the Brooklyn Dodgers’ move to Los Angeles eclipsed
Wrangler’s box scores and announcements of attendance in the low to mid hundreds.
After finishing second in the first-half season standings, the Las Vegas Wranglers
completed a disappointing and unremarkable fall. The final two series at Cashman Field were a
Saturday, September 7th double header against second place Cananea and a two-night set against
Mexicali, the only team with a worse record than the fifth place Wranglers. For Saturday’s
“Retail Merchants Nights,” promotion, local businesses purchased “blocs” of tickets to give
away for free.127 The Wranglers split Saturday against Cananea in front of 83 and 614 spectators,
respectively, but larger developments in Mexicali, where players had not been paid in a month
and refused to take the field, overshadowed on-field play in Cashman Field. Mexicali forfeited
its remaining games, including four to Las Vegas. 128 On Sunday, with no league opponent and an
open Cashman Field, the Wranglers challenged the local Nellis Air Force Base municipal team
and defeated the airmen 11-3.129 In their final home game, the Wranglers trounced the Municipal
Baseball Federation Class AA champion Lake Mead Base 17-2 in front of less than 200 fans. 130
Little optimism remained for Las Vegas baseball’s future as the team, six games out of fourth
place and seventeen out of first, left Cashman Field on their final four-game road trip. When the
Arizona-Mexico League season ended on September 15th, both league and Las Vegas baseball
officials knew they would not return in 1958 in a similar capacity. The Giants’ and Dodgers’
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moves realigned west coast baseball, and markets like Las Vegas could not survive without full
major league affiliation.131
Too small, geographically separated, and volatile for Major League Baseball backing, the
Arizona-Mexico League folded, but the California League benefited from established
relationships. Stockton was the St. Louis Cardinals’ affiliate, Fresno was with the west coast
Giants, Bakersfield was backed by the Philadelphia Phillies, Reno had the Dodgers, Visalia was
with Cincinnati, Modesto with the Yankees, Salinas with the Braves, and San Jose remained with
Pittsburgh. One year after failing to move the San Jose franchise to Las Vegas, the team still had
little support from the city, and management still eyed the move. 132 Las Vegas baseball officials
waited patiently for the 1958 California League to start and San Jose to fail, as California League
President Eddie Mulligan told San Jose to “get in or get out.” 133
Thirty-two games into the 1958 California League season, the San Jose minor league
franchise’s assured demise occurred. League directors voted for immediate transfer to Las
Vegas, and Las Vegas baseball club president A. J. Brimacombe and Las Vegas civic leaders
immediately raised $5,000 for league dues, operational fee requirements, and guaranteed player
salaries.134
The May 27th Las Vegas Review-Journal sports section featured contradictory messages.
Reporter Ross Tucker published positive news of the expedited move and the scramble to
prepare Cashman Field, move players into apartments, and distribute tickets before the first
home game one week away. Editor John Romero excitedly speculated about the team’s name:
Wranglers, or Pirates, after the franchise's parent club. Romero jokingly proposed the
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“Buckaroos.”135 An ominous message appeared hidden between the local articles. United Press
International San Francisco correspondent Hal Wood reported on the move from San Jose, and
he showed far less optimistic about west coast minor league baseball’s future. Wood quoted a fan
who did not blame the San Francisco Giants, citing the San Jose franchise’s well documented
mismanagement. But Wood conceded, “The loss of the club was the first heavy blow struck at
minor league baseball in the West since the Giants and Dodgers came to the sunny Pacific.” 136
On Tuesday June 4th, the Wranglers won their first California League home game against
their interstate rivals Reno Silver Sox. Las Vegas sports equipment stocks had little time to
prepare for the quick move from San Jose. At game time the Wranglers only had two dozen
baseballs, so the club asked the 1,500 fans at Cashman Field to return fouls. The previous
season’s community financial incentives continued, as local attorney Herman Fisher gave third
baseman Rich Babich $25 for hitting the first home run. 137
The shortened 1958 season ended lackluster at best and embarrassing at worst. The split
San Jose Pirates - Las Vegas Wranglers batters led the league in strikeouts. Pitchers led the
league in runs allowed. The team finished seven of eight in the California League at 54 and 81.
In 40 home games, the team averaged 153 fans, which was “just about enough income to turn on
the lights and pay the rent on Cashman Field.” 138 Romero reported after opening night, “fans
stayed away like Wranglers players had the plague,” and promotional nights “went unheeded and
attendance became microscopic.”139 Television and new entertainment forms harmed interest,
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but the 1958 Wranglers were hardly Las Vegas’s team. Minor league baseball proved
unsustainable with little community interaction, no pre-season luncheon, parade, or compelling
promotions.
The Las Vegas Wranglers’ combined 1947 to 1950 Sunset League seasons, 1951
Southwest International League season, 1957 Arizona-Mexico League season, and 1958
California League season average 615 in attendance. The 1949 season peaked with 969, and the
1958 season drew the least with 353. Cashman Field only averaged 153 fans for the 40 home
games after the San Jose move.140
To relieve part of the $8,000 debt that occurred in 1958, the American Legion sponsored
multiple events. Local business owners established a non-profit, the Clark County Baseball For
Youth, Inc., to raise money and quell bad publicity from the Wranglers’ unpaid bills from road
trips.141 On September 9th, Cashman Field hosted Bill McGaw’s Tournament of Thrills stunt
show. The show featured Roman chariot races, medieval jousting, a Wild West show, and
airborne automobile jumps.142
In the 1950s, the land around Cashman Field and the Las Vegas Paiute Colony developed
as an industrial center. Numerous warehouse and freight businesses valued the land for its
proximity to both Downtown Las Vegas and the adjacent railroad tracks. Private and public
entities inquired about the Las Vegas Paiute Community, and numerous surveys and appraisals
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occurred.143 Each questioned if the 1911 Helen Stewart land deed was legal and applicable.
Government real estate agents entered the community and asked individual Paiutes if they
wanted to leave and offered to build homes. One agent told Edith Mike’s grandmother if she
wanted a home, she must sign her name on a real estate agreement, “And my grandmother said, I
don’t know how to write, she said in broken English, she says I no write name…he said, make an
X…she made an X on the paper, all of them.” Mike’s grandmother understood she should not
sign a document presented by surveyors. “I used to be so proud of my grandma,” Mike
remembered, “because she [spoke] perfect English.”144 Business interests and eager industrial
real estate proprietors used the community’s lack of BIA documentation to justify annexation.
They argued transient, non-Paiute Native Americans took advantage of the urban land and
contributed to its poor condition. Government real estate studies argued the transients did not
have tribal rights and could not be considered residents, but the Paiute community asserted, “We,
the people, who live here know who belongs here.” 145 As the Southern Paiutes resisted land
coercion, the city moved closer to their community, including Helldorado.
In 1957, the Elks finalized their stadium project when the permanent Helldorado Village
at Fifth Street and Bonanza Road moved into Cashman Field. The move to the stadium was
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always a keystone program to combine Helldorado’s rodeo with the permanent Helldorado
Village.146 After ten years of operation, the neighborhoods surrounding Cashman Field
deteriorated because the stadium served primarily as an infrequently used rodeo grounds. The
stables west of the stadium attracted horse flies that infested the new housing developments that
sprawled north of downtown.
The same year, residents complained to the Elks, who assured action as soon as the year’s
Helldorado ended. Five years later, the problem remained. The neighborhood voiced their
concern to the City Commission, which passed an ordinance forcing the Elks to move the horses
away from private residences. Elk’s leader Austin Bowler admitted “the Elks have been on
borrowed time regarding those stables anyways...sooner or later they had to go.” 147 Bowler
announced the stables would remain intact but only housed with horses during Helldorado.
Environmental pollution and restrictive practices implemented on the neighborhoods around
Cashman Field continued through the 1960s.
The Elks had no interest in maintaining Cashman Field in the 1960s, as its only value to
the club was Helldorado’s annual rodeo.148 The 50-acre grounds turned into a “white elephant.”
In 1963, Clark County commissioned a $68,000 report from a prominent California city planning
firm. The 126-page report recommended major infrastructure improvements that included
leveling entire neighborhoods north of downtown. 149 In 1967, first-term Governor Paul Laxalt
believed Cashman was a “deep concern” to Downtown Las Vegas’ businesses and tourist
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industry, and he proposed bulldozing the entire complex to build government offices. 150 Still,
Cashman Field continued hosting annual Major League Baseball spring training games, but
football’s popularity was Las Vegas’ contemporary sporting test.
Cashman Field’s Uneven Gridiron
In 1964, Cashman Field held Las Vegas’ first professional football game between the
American Football League’s Oakland Raiders and Houston Oilers. Raiders’ “youthful general
manager and head coach” Al Davis visited Las Vegas in February 1964, and after lunch with
LVRJ sports editor Ron Amos, the 1963 AFL Coach of the Year agreed to a preseason game in
the desert.151 In his August 28th promotional article, Amos joked the teams were “expected to
throw the pigskin faster than dice on a crap table.” 152 Las Vegas’ legal gambling made American
football’s two top leagues, the American Football League and National Football League, uneasy
about scheduling games in the city. Although an inconsequential preseason exhibition, the AFL
banned sportsbooks from, legally, taking bets on the game.
Local organizer Bruce Trent called professional football “long overdue.” He continued
that “one exhibition game a year is a start in the right direction. A success in this series might
possibly lead to the construction of a new football stadium and the additional possibility of Las
Vegas having a pro team of its own.”153 As with the well-established Major League Baseball
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exhibitions, Mayor Oran Gragson proclaimed Saturday, August 29, 1964 “Professional Football
Day” in Las Vegas.154
Tickets ranged from $3.50 to $10.00, and all proceeds went to Wilbur Clark’s Cavalcade
of Charities that included youth organizations, sports programs, and healthcare initiatives.
Organizers reconfigured Cashman Field for football. The open field for rodeos down the first
base line accommodated the 120-yard playing surface. Organizers erected bleachers in left field
and behind the right field end zone. The Elks leased Cashman Field to football organizers and
closed the stadium to all other sports for the entire month to prepare the field.
Eight thousand five hundred fans watched the Raiders defeat the Oilers 34-20. Oakland’s
Halfback Clemon Daniels, the 1963 AFL Most Valuable Player, scored two touchdowns (68
yards and 4 yards) and kicker Mike Mercer recorded two field goals and four extra points.
Unfortunately, Cashman Field’s 15-year rodeo hardened surface endangered the Oilers, as five
players sustained significant injuries: guard Bobby Crenshaw tore knee cartilage, tackle Rich
Michael stretched knee ligaments, linebacker Doug Cline strained his back, end Scott Appleton
bruised an ankle, and center Tom Goode injured his knee. 155
Professional football entered Las Vegas differently than baseball. Numerous complete,
successful Wranglers seasons brought Cashman Field a single Major League Baseball game.
Conversely, a single successful AFL exhibition game made opportunistic football organizers
optimistic for the sport in Cashman Field.
In December 1966, former minor league football owner Bill Workman approached the
city and Elks and proposed bringing a team to Cashman Field. One year later, after extensive
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coordination with the Elks and failed courting from other franchises, Workman promised “Las
Vegas WILL have a professional football team in 1968.” 156 The Elks granted Workman
operational control of Cashman Field until 1970. More interested in being a celebrated
businessman than a successful sports franchise owner, Workman, unwilling to exert the
necessary effort, sold his football team, the Las Vegas Cowboys, before their first game.
Workman's contract assured that his management group retained Cashman Field’s operation.
Undeterred, Cowboys’ president Bob Spitler pushed for immediate renovations to the stadium,
including a new outfield fence, restroom plumbing, and fresh paint. Spitler planned completion
by the Elks’ Helldorado rodeo in May. 157 Workman’s managerial group renovated Cashman
Field to accommodate 8,000 spectators with an expansion to 12,000 if necessary. 158 In 1968,
their inaugural season in the Continental Football League, the Las Vegas Cowboys went 1-11
and averaged a 2,540 attendance.159 The Cowboy’s first season failed, but the franchise received
competent management in 1969.
At a July 1969 press conference with little media turnout, the Elks and the Cowboys
announced Bill Workman defaulted on his Cashman Field lease agreement, and the team severed
all operational and financial ties.160 In a complete turnaround, the 1969 Cowboys played a
division winning 8-4 record. Coach and manager Paul Massey amassed a young and competent
staff of former players and recruited 12 recent AFL or NFL players. Every player on the roster
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had attended a professional football training camp. Massey worked with casinos to schedule
games on slower nights and distributed large blocks of tickets to resorts and large corporations.
Cashman Field undermined the team’s success, as its cement seats crumbled and its restroom’s
plumbing leaked and was in disrepair. The team provided an exciting on field product, but little
interest and ineffective advertising doomed the franchise. After the 1969 season, the Cowboys’
Indiana-based millionaire owner moved the franchise to Memphis, Tennessee. 161
After the 1969 Helldorado weekend, downtown business interests filed a formal
complaint with the city against the Elks. The Golden Nugget’s president, G. C. “Buck” Blaine,
report a “half drunk” Kangaroo Kop entered his casino floor, snatched a customer, and escorted
them to Kangaroo Kourt. Blaine scowled the Kops turned into “villains of the peace…[and] have
actually harassed visitors to such an extent that they keep away from the downtown area during
Helldorado.”162 Along with Blaine and the Golden Nugget, the Mint, Golden Gate, and
Horseshoe represented downtown business interests. The group raised claims of bleachers in
front of shop entrances and road blockades that forced event parking blocks away from Fremont
Street. The Elks framed Helldorado as an “American tradition…the extra expense and
inconvenience are worth it if only for the families attracted to Las Vegas.” Blaine disagreed and
pleaded, “We can’t have this anymore, this blockading the streets, harassing people when they
are half drunk. We have outgrown that.” 163 He argued the annual tradition pushed customers to
The Strip, and the families that attended were from nearby small towns in Utah. He bemoaned,
“God bless them, they are fine people, but they don’t have money to spend.” 164
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Las Vegas shifted its interest from Helldorado to resort casinos. Downtown businesses
remained centered in frontier iconography, but tourists visited the city for, and spent money in,
its resorts. The Elks yielded significant aspects of their annual celebration. They cut Fremont
Street parades from four days to one. The Kangaroo Kops still roamed downtown streets, but
instead of arrests, they only peddled fundraising buttons. Almost all Helldorado activities
occurred hidden from the resort city’s clientele in Cashman Field, and after Helldorado weekend,
the stadium was largely empty the remainder of the year. 165
As the Elks social capital resided in Helldorado, their prestige waned with it. While
Cashman Field housed and hosted Las Vegas’s sports development, teams, and culture, its
mismanagement and neglect were insurmountable for the group to maintain.
Finally, a new group of boosters made of prominent interests, the Downtown Progress
Association (DPA), attempted to compete with The Strip and create a new sporting complex that
connected to Fremont Street. Again, with an advantageous railroad relationship, and railroad
land, the DPA attempted to shift all recreation to the Downtown Casino Center. An unforeseen
circumstance killed the arena plans and forced the city to reckon with Cashman Field’s
destruction.
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Chapter 4: New Breeds of Downtown Boosters
In 1948, Cashman Field was the project for community progress and the common good.
The Elks and local media believed the stadium would modernize Las Vegas and earn national
notoriety. Cashman Field was going to make Las Vegas a big-league city. In 1970, the Elks’
two-decade ownership of the fifty-acre plot of land one mile north of Downtown Las Vegas
ended. A February 1969 report by the American Institute of Architects, Las Vegas Chapter,
recommended considerable changes to Downtown Las Vegas. The report recommended the city
purchase Cashman Field from the Elks and “‘raze’ whole blocks of old buildings around the
police station,” between Cashman and Fremont Street, “and west of Main Street,” encroaching
on or entering West Las Vegas, “for parking purposes.” 1 The architects reported, “The major
factor in the history of the city’s physical development has been a series of wild and irrational
speculations in the commodity of real estate for profit - not for orderly growth and the common
best good.”2
Las Vegas Review-Journal reporter Ray Leydecker’s analysis of the report found, “The
Las Vegas Strip suffered as a result…becoming not much more than typical American roadside
suburban blight, pumped - up fantastically by frantic economic forces. The result is impressive,
garnish, glittering, but not especially efficient or satisfying.” 3
In February 1970, the City of Las Vegas took the recommendation to purchase Cashman
Field. The Elks wanted $1 million for the 56-acre stadium facility and eight additional
surrounding acres. The city Regional Planning Council approved funding for six projects
including Cashman Field and neighboring properties, and the Department of Housing and Urban
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Development funded most of the project. 4 In January 1971, the parties completed the $1 million
sale, paid over 1 year through Las Vegas Convention Authority recreation funds. 5 Immediately
after the sale, the Elks inquired if they could continue to use Cashman Field for Helldorado. The
city approved, as the Elks cooperated in the stadium’s sale, but the facility had been abandoned
for a year. It needed sanitation, water, and lighting. The Elks volunteered that they would “gladly
pay to fix the place up” with a volunteer “fix-it” project before May’s Helldorado. 6 The Elks
showed immediate investment in their previous stadium.
The city’s new acquisition included the Old Mormon Fort. In the late nineteenth century,
Utah’s Mormon population surpassed two-thirds immigrant converts. Established in 1901, the
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers (DUP) dedicated themselves to increasing converts' historical
awareness and erecting historic markers at Mormon pioneer period sites. 7 Centered in the pioneer
trek, Mormon history, like most settler-colonial histories, silenced and erased pre-colonial people
and lands.8
The Elks’ volunteer ‘fixit’ and DUP fort takeover made the city optimistic that about the
possibilities of its new purchase. In 1972, the National Park Service accepted the fort’s remains
into the national register, making funds available for the Daughters to finance restoration. 9 In
August, the Elks agreed to fund the construction of a retaining wall on the west side of the fort,
against Las Vegas Boulevard directly across the street from the Elks Lodge. On October 4th,
Clark County Daughters of Utah Pioneers president Verna Mortensen sent a letter to Mayor Oran
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Gragson reporting nothing had been done. Mortensen worried, “The walls of this old Fort are in
grave danger. Water leakage from [the Elks] sprinkler systems continues to make ruts and gullies
in the 40-foot frontage of the property.” The DUP commended the city for the work they had
completed on the new historical preservation site but worried the efforts were a waste if the
building remained unprotected. Mortensen admitted, “We feel that pressure must be applied to
this organization before anything will be done…Any action you can take to get the Elks to
assume their responsibilities in this matter will be much appreciated by us.” 10 Relieved of its
operation, and declining in local influence, the Elks distanced themselves from their former
stadium.
In an April 1970 LVRJ article, Margo Bartlett Pesek chronicled the Old Mormon Fort and
DUP restoration efforts. The fort was “largely forgotten in this fast-moving age, the last
remaining vestige of this valley’s pioneer age…In a city and state largely indifferent to their own
history, it is not surprising that so little remains of our pioneer heritage.” 11 Pesek framed the Elks
as complicit in historical indifference. According to Pesek, the fort “fell into disrepair” after
cycles of ownership until, in 1944, the Elks leased the building to the DUP. But the Elks stopped
renewing the lease, leaving the building “exist[ing] upon the sufferance of the Elks Lodge.” 12
Pesek acknowledged plans to revitalize the fort, so “our pioneer beginnings may receive a better
share of the attention they deserve.”13
Pesek’s insistence on the fort epitomizing Las Vegas’s pioneer history is dangerous. In
her history, the “small” group of Mormon settlers “made themselves a nearly self-sufficient
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agricultural community,” and within days of colonization, “they laid out fields, vineyards, and
orchards.”14 In fall they had a crop of corn, beans, and melons. “Although all but that one
building and perhaps some of the first shade trees they planted has been torn down or uprooted,
Las Vegas itself exists as a monument to their labors.” 15 In Pesek’s history, before pioneers, no
fields or orchards existed, no corn or beans grew, and no trees granted shade. “With the interest
of the community, the roots of our beginnings may yet sprout and bear fruit.” Las Vegans grew
out of the earth; no life existed before colonization.
In disarray, Cashman Field gained public safety attention. Las Vegas Public Works
Director Dick Sauer revealed that “the stadium, built along the side of a hill, has been weakened
by a gradual shifting of soil and partially destroyed by vandals.” 16 The stadium deteriorated into
a dangerous and “attractive nuisance” for adventurous youth. 17 Engineers estimated restoration
would cost $138,000, demolition $70,000, partial destruction while fencing off the concrete bowl
$23,500, and an additional 30,000 to regrow soil, trees, and grass.
In a 1977 study, University of Nevada, Las Vegas geology professor Dr. William Fiero
found Cashman Field was one of multiple areas in the Las Vegas Valley that were sinking. A
combination of nature and faulty construction decisions showed on large cracks across the
concrete bleachers. Built on a shifting fault line’s “compaction scarp,” the stadium’s construction
made the ground insecure. Under “differential compaction,” “where coarse soil that has come
down from the mountains meets the finer soil in the middle of the valley…The fine material
compacts or comes together more than the coarse soil.” Manufactured erosion caused the decay,
as “normally underground streams hold up the finer soil but when water is taken out of the
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ground from wells the finer soil compacts and drops down where the coarse soil holds up.
Consequently, cracks in the ground appear where the two meet. One stays up while the other
falls down.”18 Before colonization, a reliable stream that flowed from the Springs Preserve held
the soil through fault shifts. Due to early structural weight, railroad abuse, annual overuse of
underground wells, and volunteer materials and labor that burst a drainage ditch pipe, Cashman
Field sunk into the earth. Like the former center of Las Vegas sports, Downtown Las Vegas
business interests feared they sunk beneath the valley’s growing entertainment.
Left without a sports facility, and competition with emerging suburbs and unincorporated
towns, like Paradise and The Strip, boosters again took initiative to bring professional sports to
Downtown Las Vegas. In March 1976, a 43 businessperson groups named the Downtown
Progress Association (DPA) formed as private interest committed to downtown revitalization
programs. The association included downtown casino resort owners, theater operators, retail
store owners, bank and utilities presidents, and telecommunications executives. 19 The group
funded smaller infrastructure projects in Downtown Las Vegas, like sidewalk and street light
improvement, and lobbied for larger projects that directly impacted downtown business interests.
Two weeks after the association's public announcement, the group unanimously elected Oran
Gragson executive director. Less than one year after retiring from the mayor’s office, Gragson
made a downtown sports and convention complex his top priority, and he assigned a threeperson committee to oversee development plans: State Senator Chic Hecht, whose family had
long owned a downtown department store, and hotel operators Jack Binion and Steve Wynn. 20
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The Union Pacific Railroad offered a twenty-acre plot of land west of the train tracks,
behind the Union Plaza Hotel, between Fremont Street and Ogden Avenue for $1.3 million. The
railroad initially intended to parcel the land for commercial development, but they found little
interest. The DPA loved the railroad site because it was near the downtown casino center, and
the DPA intended to build a skywalk over the railroad tracks, connecting Fremont Street to the
stadium via the new Union Plaza Hotel. Cashman Field and Squires Park were considered and
quickly eliminated because the DPA did not know if the “properties could [legally] be
condemned for a purpose not necessary to the community.” 21 Unlike the Elks and Cashman
Field, the DPA’s framed their project as a transparently private endeavor.
Downtown Progress Association members voted for the Union Plaza site, and to fund the
project they proposed a five-cent-per-pack cigarette tax increase, pending Clark County voter
approval. In March 1977, the DPA and local Nevada State Assembly Representatives took plans
for a $24 million, 18,000 seat indoor sports complex with an adjacent convention center and
2,000 on-site parking spaces to the Nevada State Legislature. Before the Assembly Taxation
Committee saw the bill, sponsors pulled it because they believed the cigarette tax increase would
kill the bill on the floor.22
In July 1975, the Las Vegas Paiute Colony opened a smoke shop. Prominent LVRJ
advertisement space announced cigarettes at $3.25 per carton, with “No Tax - All Brands - No
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Limit.”23 In the shop's first operational year, Las Vegas lost $797,040 in cigarette tax revenue.
Las Vegas Assemblyman Lloyd Mann warned the DPA the bill might die because “raising the
cigarette tax would force more people to buy their cigarettes at a smoke shop at the Las Vegas
Indian Colony where no taxes are charged.” Quickly, the DPA explored different funding
options, and the second best was a one percent hotel room tax rate increase, from 6% to 7%. As
Downtown Las Vegas hotel-casino owners were prominent DPA members, a hotel tax rate
increase was unimaginable.24
The 1977 legislative session was ending, so the DPA and representative partners found a
compromise. A $24 million stadium and convention center bill passed the Nevada Legislature,
with funding from Las Vegas Convention and Visitor Authority (LVCVA) insurance and general
obligation bonds.25 The publicly and privately funded LVCVA includes the City of Las Vegas
and Strip resorts. The Nevada Legislature holds biennial sessions, so the arena bill had a
timetable. The LVCVA had two years to survey, plan, approve, and begin the construction
process.
With new influence and financial control, the Las Vegas City Commission and LVCVA
prioritized Cashman Field. Commissioner Roy Woofter noted the convention tax bill’s timetable
favored the Cashman site, but DPA president Don Ashworth stressed their Union Plaza location
and argued, “To build as far away as Cashman Field would not help the downtown area. It’s just
not conducive to what we have in mind.” Ashworth conceded the necessity of cooperation
between the City Commission, LVCVA, and DPA, “We must pull in the same direction. If
Cashman Field is good for the town, well, we all live here. No matter where it goes, we should
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all pull together.”26 The DPA attempted to bypass and break from the group, but the authority
board tabled the Downtown location in a 6-4 vote. 27 The DPA began to fracture in March 1979,
as Steve Wynn of the Golden Nugget, the largest downtown resort, broke with his committee. 28
In January 1980, the LVCVA chose Cashman Field for the future stadium location, and
the City of Las Vegas published a concept design and feasibility study for the “Cashman Field
Sports, Cultural & Convention Complex.”29 Prepared by a cadre of city government offices led
by the City Manager’s Office, the proposal recommended that the Las Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority operate the complex and have full administrative control. The document
announced the stadium’s construction would be funded through tax-free bonds and a hotel room
tax increase.30 In 1982, the process received final approval, and construction began on the new
Cashman Field.
The Southern Paiutes dictated the new stadium’s location. 31 From Mormon colonization,
Paiutes refused to cede their land, and in the second half of the nineteenth century, they
continued to work on and ranch it. When it was clear the railroad would dominate the valley’s
land, the Paiutes created a small, legally recognized community. Through the Great Depression,
the community employed techniques that ensured survival amidst an unreliable, and absentee,
BIA. Through mid-century public and private attempts to steal their colony, the Paiutes resisted.
The Las Vegas Paiute Colony sits less than one-mile northwest of Cashman Field. A rebuilt
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Cashman Field, with additional convention space, brought thousands of yearly tourists within
walking distance of the colony’s smoke shop, which provided further financial possibilities. The
Southern Paiutes mapped modern Downtown Las Vegas’s lived environment.
In December 1982, the Cashman Field Sports Convention-Cultural Complex opened to
the public. Although the property had been out of the Elks’ hands for two decades, their
influence remained. As the $26 million stadium reached the final stages of construction, the City
of Las Vegas opened an on-site public information center. The Elk hosted a press event at their
old lodge on Las Vegas Boulevard near the stadium, followed by a tour of the grounds and a
photo opportunity.32 In April 1983, the stadium opened in time for the Las Vegas Stars Minor
League Baseball team to begin its season.33 The convention complex opened in October, with a
bust of Big Jim at its entrance, welcoming visitors to Cashman Field. 34
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Conclusion: Exodus Arena
In her January 2017 State of the City address, Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman
declared, “It’s time” for major league professional sports in Downtown Las Vegas, “We do have
the most compelling reason [2.2 million residents and 43 million tourists]. We know that other
major league cities, like Baltimore, Los Angeles, San Diego, and Pittsburgh, on bringing major
league sports in the city core, (aided) redevelopment in areas that are blighted and need a big
boost."1 But blight is not passive. City officials and boosters failed to address Cashman Field’s
history as a central factor in downtown sports and recreation. Worse, their direct actions, indirect
reactions, and further neglect of Cashman Field’s location continue to perpetuate cycles of
exclusion
Las Vegas courted major league franchises for 17 years, but when Southern Nevada
achieved major league metropolis status, franchises overlooked the City of Las Vegas for an
unincorporated town free of city taxes and jurisdiction. That fall, the LVCVA relinquished
Cashman Center to the city, which immediately closed the 1,992-seat theater and 98,000 squarefoot convention space.2 Weeks later, the real estate developer Howard Hughes Corporation, Las
Vegas’s AAA Minor League Baseball team’s owner since 2013, announced the franchise’s move
to Summerlin, a suburb 11-miles west of Downtown Las Vegas. Cashman Field’s 35-year
occupant received a $150 million, 10,000-seat capacity stadium with 22 luxury suites, the largest
LED video screen in the minors, and a new cooling system, the first time used in any sports
stadium, with air-circulating mesh seats.3

1

Buck Wargo, "Downtown Centerpiece in State of the City Address," Las Vegas Business Press 34, no. 4 (Jan 23,
2017): 7-8.
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The Howard Hughes Corporation owned and built Summerlin. In the late 1980s,
Summerlin was the most coveted land in the valley, “the real jewel in the crown.” 4 The City of
Las Vegas lost significant municipal tax opportunities when unincorporated towns and suburbs,
including Paradise and The Strip, were founded. Hughes Corps executives agreed to city
annexation for utility infrastructure and highway access, which saved developers and
homeowners significant funds. Las Vegas received a well-planned community with parks,
schools, and an affluent tax base.5 As Hughes Corporation owned the Las Vegas minor league
franchise and significant land in Summerlin, the City of Las Vegas received a low to no cost
stadium and quality public entertainment in a growing suburb. Summerlin’s Las Vegas Ballpark
is the “first minor-league ballpark in the U.S. to be built within a master-planned community.” 6
The LVCVA severed ties with Cashman Field and paid $80 million over 20 years for
naming rights of Summerlin’s Las Vegas Ballpark.7 The authority’s investment rid significant
annual losses from Cashman Field’s operation - 1.8 million per year, $42 million over the 20year contract - and it erased capital investment. 8 As the City of Las Vegas’ representative, Mayor
Goodman served on the LVCVA Board of Directors during the move. Clark County Commission
Chair Steve Sisolak agreed with the deal, stating the LVCVA would “basically cut their losses.”
Clark County Commission Member Chris Giunchigliani observed that, since the LVCVA board
was a public-private partnership, “if there were real business issues we would hear from [the
private sector] on that.” State Senator Tick Segerblom was wary of the investment, citing
underfunded schools and the apparent lack of public debate over the decision, but he did not
4
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Ibid., 230-234.
6
Caulfield.
7
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Las Vegas Strip.
8
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have enough information to say “this is bad or wrong or whatever:” 9 Then, Sisolak defeated
Giunchigliani in the Nevada gubernatorial Democratic primary and was elected governor.
Segerblom succeeded Giunchigliani’s on the Clark County Commission. Segerblom and
Giunchigliani provided the most vocal opposition to public funding for the $1.9 billion Allegiant
Stadium, as the NFL’s Oakland Raiders moved to Las Vegas. Like T-Mobile Arena, Allegiant
Stadium is in Paradise, Nevada, on the Strip
In the post-war American stadium boom, Cashman Field was unique. While Las Vegas
experienced exponential growth and established itself as a resort destination, city boosters had
different priorities than similar Sunbelt cities. To capitalize on Hoover Dam construction and
New Deal funding, Las Vegas boosters rapidly constructed their building projects. Unlike the
new major league cities, Las Vegans did not seek civic approval and funding. Boosters were
completely embedded in public and private enterprise. The Elks’ influence and connection to the
Union Pacific Railroad, one of the largest forces in U.S. history, gifted stadium land.
The Southern Paiute and the Las Vegas Paiute Colony have been and remain bastions of
autonomy, resistance, and agency. The community resisted relentless encroachment,
displacement, and coercion through cycles of land development, erosion, and neglect. They
dictated stadium construction locality and initiated urban renewal in their neighborhood.
Although buttressed against federal land, Summerlin’s continued growth brings more people,
pollution, and vandalism to the Southern Paiute’s sacred bleeding bear, Red Rock Canyon. 10
The City of Las Vegas offered Cashman Field’s site to every prospective professional
franchise, including the Las Vegas Raiders. While city surveys reported the location was the best
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option for a new stadium, teams want unincorporated land. With ongoing reports Las Vegas is
courting the Oakland Athletics, it appears they too will move to Paradise. The City of Las Vegas,
the LVCVA, and local business interests have historically proven disinterest in Cashman Field.
When the Howard Hughes Corporation purchased Las Vegas’s minor league baseball
team, the public immediately speculated about the move to Summerlin, and they were correct. In
a June 2013 letter to the LVRJ, Richard Rasmussen penned:
I attend 10 or more games per season. I don’t drive, so I ride the RTC bus to the games. If
the [team] were to move to Summerlin, the game would be out of reach for me and many
others…Taking the team out of downtown would leave a void needing to be filled at
more expense.11
Sports stadiums reveal the structures and processes that define modern United States
history. As histories developed, a near consensus has been reached about the social, cultural, and
economic implications of continued public-private stadium funding. New, multibillion-dollar
cathedrals open seemingly every season, and the stadiums they replace have shorter lifespans. As
historians continue to interrogate injustices in stadium building, it is essential to look deeper than
why franchise owners chose to move, the partnerships they form to fund the moves, and the
effects the moves have on localities and regions. Focusing on the complete history of specific
stadium sites reveals more than structures and processes. It shows how communities can disrupt,
and have disrupted, stadium building. Cashman Field’s history is Las Vegas’s history. It is the
history of integrated baseball, frontier myths, the Southern Paiute’s relationship with their land,
sporting success and failures, and community interaction with place.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Aerial photograph of Las Vegas, 1920s. hln000045. Virginia Logan Photograph
Collection, 1900-1940. PH-00019. Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of Cashman Field, southwest direction, after 1947. hln000017.
James Cashman Sr. Photograph Collection, 1905-1975. PH-00013. Special Collections and
Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph of Cashman Field, northwest direction, after 1947. hln000018.
James Cashman Sr. Photograph Collection, 1905-1975. PH-00013. Special Collections and
Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Figure 4. Vegan Wins. Las Vegas Review-Journal, April 26, 1957. NewsBank: Access World
News – Historical and Current.
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Figure 5. Photograph of Helldorado, Las Vegas, circa mid 1900s. pho016800. James Cashman
Sr. Photograph Collection. PH-00013. Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Figure 6. Major League Baseball. Las Vegas Review-Journal, April 26, 1957. NewsBank: Access
World News – Historical and Current.
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